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A busy couple of months coming up for TFTW
Will we see you at any of these events in June and July?
It would be great if you could make it to any of them.

Keith says some stuff
Find out about Ray Ellington
Sister Rosa helps another perplexed Woodie
We “borrow” a USA trip from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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'Monsewer' Eddie Gray says “You
may think I'm crazy gang, but a
funny thing happened on the
way to the forum so you'd better
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Greetings Gang to our Summer edition of Tales From The Woods
Magazine, Issue 103. As I type, amazingly just 27 days away is the
longest day. I know we have more than a few pagans among our membership, and no doubt a
casual reader or two will be celebrating the summer solstice. Maybe more importantly however to
many, just three days after we shall be at the 100 Club for, without fear of contradiction, the most
important historical show Tales From The Woods has ever promoted in its rich diverse twelve
years of regular promotions - three doo-wop legends from the USA, on stage together for the first
time since 1957.
As it says upon the flyer below, we are bringing the world famous Apollo New York of the 1950s to
the stage of our very own iconic venue, the legendary 100 Club Oxford Street. Nothing like this
has happened. this side of the Atlantic for at least three decades, not since those few hours of
magic at the Wembley conference centre doo-wop shows, several years before this century was
born, when a number of younger woodies were just toddlers or yet to appear. We always state
that Tales From The Woods shows are a one off, never to be repeated musically historical
occasion, this June 24th show in Oxford Street is the most important of all, so much so that I think
if it fails to ignite your passion, you definitely need to question your Rock’n’Roll credentials; check
yourself out in the mirror, you might be wearing a 'drum and bass t-shirt' or maybe a 'heavy metal'
or the latest transient pop sensation.
No, all titters aside, we can’t promote these shows unless you good rockin’ folk turn out to support
us. Tickets can be bought directly from me, contact details clearly shown on flyer, or if you prefer
to pay via credit, debit card, you need to contact the 100 Club direct, where you will be provided
with an e-Ticket which you need to print off containing name and reference number which you will
present to our lovely hard working Elena, TFTW box office lady. Polite reminder gang, Woodie
tickets can only be purchased via TFTW (obviously not via the 100 Club). This will, I'm sure, prove
to be a night of nights, it will never happen again, so see you there gang.
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We have on several occasions written of our gratitude for the enormous contribution made by the
Tales From The Woods Band, along with those hard working live events personages and those
too behind the scenes of this very magazine, which of course is the grand-daddy and still very
much the back bone of this organization. However, we should give a huge round of applause to all
the writers who so conscientiously give up their precious time to produce their entertaining,
eclectic and articulate columns for us to enjoy, some of which have been with us virtually
from the magazine’s inception now some amazing sixteen and half years ago. Writers
like that man of soul, whose knowledge of his chosen subject matter is second
to none, John "Soulboy" Jolliffe, like Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll whose
love of Jazz shines like a lighthouse beacon over a stormy sea, also giving us
many reviews of shows and festivals throughout the years, taking over from
yours truly the roots music unstinting gig guide. There’s Ken Major whose dry wit has
graced these pages many times over as well as the column he shares with Las Vegas
resident Chuck Baker, a long time regular feature within these pages "Bakers Dozen".
Controversy has never been in short supply within these pages and may it continue. From the quill
of the former owner of a Rock’n’Roll magazine, a regular contributor to many more, former Fleet
Street editor, John "Mr Angry" Howard. Tony Papard, once dubbed the
"unacceptable face of the loony left" by this magazine whose eccentricities could never
be considered shy. Dave Parker whose blues column has attained much praise and
comment, may it continue to do so. Possibly most senior in age is editor in chief’s long
time admired scribe, Neil Foster who, during the 1970s, fought a costly battle helping
to keep vintage Rock’n’Roll alive in the public eye with his ground-breaking magazine
"Not Fade Away" who, by magic it seems, makes words flow like a gentle breeze.
Many of the folks who are behind the scenes at TFTW are not just multi taskers but also
multi-talented; when not keeping a rein on my insane expenditure, providing us with
vinyl, CD and show reviews down through the ages I refer of course to Lee Wilkinson. A
mention too for Nick Cobban who allows us each and every issue to dip in to his erudite,
world respected "blog" that reaches far and wide, across many continents. Let’s give a
nice hand of encouragement to those who have joined us relatively recently, like Geoff
Duck whose love and commitment to the criminally overlooked big bands, rhythm and
blues bands has won him much praise, also to our roadie Marti Canal who joined us
nervously just a short few years ago, but has come along in leaps and bounds, not only with his
film column but interview with Velvet Candles who hail from the same city as Marti, Barcelona,
and show review of The Gallery's and Julian Le Ben earlier this year. Sister Rosa who mops our
brows, and soothes many a worrying care.
Let’s not forget the writers who contribute less regularly, like Armand and Patty down
there in the southern states of the USA, where much of the music we love was born,
who have kept us informed of all things New Orleans. Brian "Bunter" Clark whose
record and gig reviews were a regular feature, but these days is deservedly busy
throughout the eastern counties behind his drum kit. Martha’s Muffins aka Matt Slade
who kept us all abreast with the modern scene, until marriage and children diverted his
energies elsewhere.
Those who wrote, but can no more, who have sadly passed on. Rockabilly Hall Of
Fame member, Tony Wilkinson; Charles Dale the wild, hell raising Doctor and prune
juice salesman. Just after Christmas we lost a true giant of music journalism Cliff
White who I'm indeed proud to say, published his last ever review for this very
magazine. Tales From The Woods is what it is through the patience of these talented
people mentioned, but there are more whose quills burned for short period but left a
legacy for our back pages, they too shall get their mention too at a later date. However we must
not forget one very important figure who has knocked every issue into shape since day one, cofounder, chief editor, IT and graphics, on-line finances secretary, stage manager, Harry. Those
with long memories will remember his excellent detective stories that once appeared in our much
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earlier days, hugely popular too, tone and rhythm were compared to that of American beat writers
such as Jack Kerouac and William Burroughs. I wonder if we could persuade Harry to perhaps
surprise us with another story or two?

























If you’re a Woodie, a member of this esteemed organization, living within a sensible distance of
London, or just simply visiting, why not join us on Thursday June 14th at Gerry’s Club, 52 Dean
Street, London W1D 5BJ? No longer interested in this once exciting and buzzing area of our
capital city, bored with its ever increasing blandness, its amoral corporation domination, its loud
and overcrowded pubs, the inability to conduct a conversation over a loud sound-track that
repeats ad-nauseam in all these establishments, bored by being surrounded by twenty something
guys with designer beards talking inane rubbish to their ladies who, like their men, dress alike
(minus the beards naturally), want to step back not too many years past, when Soho was the
centre to London’s bohemia, where naughtiness brushed shoulders with cultural delights, where
characters lived, some thrived, many simply survived, coffee bars where skiffle was born, duffle
coated folk and jazz fanciers, Rock’n’Roll, rhythm & blues, blues and soul, the sound of the city
streets and the generation that spawned?. Why not join us at the venue above on Thursday June
14th, enjoy this unique living, breathing embodiment of the recent past, indulge in intelligent
conversation with like-minded people, a sound-track of roots music that will please all, where
ladies can sit and relax without fear of molestation, this long established show biz watering hole
clinging on to a near vanished way of life, join us while you still can, if you’re a Woodie and would
like to visit, give me a call and I’ll put your name on the visitors list. It is a private members club, so
obviously you are not able to just turn up, time as always flashes by like a speeding train, too late
then to say, "I wish I could have gone to Gerry's that evening, I heard they had a wonderful time"
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Wow! What about that then? Hot off the press, ink barely dry on the dotted line. If you like your
Rock’n’Roll piano and sax led, if you dig hot rockin’ vintage rhythm and blues, your boogie woogie
authentic, more than a dash of jive and swing, then the fantastic Catfish Kings has got to be the
band of choice. If you love down home blues guitar, if you want to hear rhythm and blues in its
truest Big Joe Turner form, then could you resist the Bop Brothers making a hugely welcome and
long overdue return to a central London stage, then Friday July 6th has got to be a date of
certainty for your diaries. Cancel your holiday, the visit to your granny, or as Johnny Ray would
have said "there'll be no wedding today" cause there is "such a night" happening at the Water
Rats, marking Tales From The Woods return to this refurbished and newly managed venue,
Tickets at just £11 for Woodies, £13 for those who are not, £15 on the door, is about as cheap as
it is ever going to get at any central London venue. That is not all, the front bar is now a
restaurant, which provides a varied and quite inexpensive menu, ideal for a pre-show meal.
Tickets will go on sale to coincide with the publication of this magazine, Monday 4th June, all the
usual TFTW contacts apply. If you require seating arrangements you need to advise either our
membership secretary Ken Major by email or phone; likewise if contacting me personally, another
polite reminder too, for fear of repeating myself more than once in the same column, although you
can use your debit/credit cards to book via the Water Rats, Woodie reductions have to come
through me. Yet another great night in waiting by Tales From The Woods, the organization that
is bringing roots music back to central London.
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After the Water Rats show, we’ll be taking a well-deserved summer break at
our luxury beach hut at Jaywick Sands, Essex, but we'll be back in time for
our "Last Hurrah For Skiffle No 2" which will also take place at the Water
Rats, on Saturday September 8th - you can find updates of this in the "Buzz"
column.
Have a good rockin’ summer Gang.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Rock’n’Roll/rhythm & blues pianist
and singer Roy Young who died aged 83, on 27th April.
It is no exaggeration to suggest that Roy Young was, by a mile, the
most authentic Rock’n’Roll singer and pianist we produced here in
the UK, at the time of the late fifties when he first appeared on the
scene, through television Rock’n’Roll/pop shows like "Drumbeat",
"Wham and live appearances up and down the land. Being dubbed
the British Little Richard was no false claim, as his wild recording in
1959 of "Big Fat Mama" would lay testament; Little Richard was his
hero, he made no secret of that throughout his long career, likewise
for rhythm and blues, gospel, jazz tinged soul and country legend,
Ray Charles.
Although mainstream commercial success eluded him both in his
native land of the UK as well as across the Atlantic in the USA
where he lived and worked for around three decades, Roy was true
to his faith. There was no chasing the family entertainment market, or indeed appearing in movies
alongside double decker London buses or horses, gaining a loyal mostly male fan base that
stayed the course throughout his career, courted too by some of the biggest names in the
business as a sideman, as even a passing glimpse of his website would prove beyond doubt, he
was held in very high esteem by fellow musicians throughout several decades.
Roy Young 2013 © Paul Harris

Roy returned from America to the UK in 2007, setting up
home in Oxfordshire with his wife Carol, ready to
relaunch his career. Obviously once word was out that
he was back on home turf and searching for work, phone
calls were made, along with TFTW membership secretary
Ken Major and yours truly. Soon we were heading down
to the glorious Oxfordshire countryside to enjoy a
Sunday lunch with Roy and Carol, where we all got
along great guns, negotiations laced with much humour
and countless anecdotes, a friendship was born. Roy
Roy Young 2010 © Paul Harris
headlined our Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show back in
January 2010, proving to be everything we all imagined
and hoped he would be. Time had neither tamed nor wearied him, and he rocked the 100 Club
like a man possessed; more than a few named performers and musicians turned out to witness
Roy return to a central London stage.
Despite the success, the gig was far from perfect, but was memorable for a number of reasons, as
it would be the final performance of Tales From The Woods Band Mark1 and first birth pains of
the universally regarded incarnation led by John Spencely who stepped onto the hallowed stage
of this legendary Oxford Street venue to guide the then band safely through Roy’s excellent set.
Long-time Woodie and contributor to this very magazine Brian "Bunter" Clark gallantly gave up his
drum stool to the now sadly passed Mickey Burt, long time drummer with Chas and Dave, one half
of that partnership, Chas Hodges, was in the house that night and would make a surprise
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appearance on stage jamming with his old buddy from many decades past, Roy Young. The show
also ran an hour and twenty minutes late, causing far too many customers to miss Roy, who
virtually all had come to see. TFTW received much deserved castigation, soon such unprofessional
behaviour would become an unpleasant memory once chief editor of TFTW magazine Harry Maton
was recruited to take the stage manager mantle in collaboration with lead guitarist and musical
director John Spencely enabling us forever forward to continue to brag that our shows start and
finish on time.
Within a couple of years or so, Roy was treading
the boards of a TFTW stage again only this time,
a short walk away from the 100 Club; turn right
along Charing Cross Road and you'll find The
Borderline which, for around five years, became
the home of several highly acclaimed successful
shows, none more so than when Roy performed
for the second time, with his career long buddy
Borderline Rehearsal 2013 © Paul Harris
at his side, a true icon of that most musical of
cities, Liverpool. Howie Casey on sax blew up a
storm alongside what had become by now Roy’s touring band, as excellent musicians they without
doubt were. For me and many was the third and sadly final time that the mighty Roy Young
performed a Tales From The Woods show, again at the Borderline, backed by the incomparable
TFTW Band, a fantastic evening dedicated to the Cavern Club which included old buddies Kingsize
Taylor, Bobby Thompson, Karl Terry and London boy, Chas Hodges. Check out some great
photos and reviews of that most memorable of evenings on our website. On sax that night and for
a few short glorious years was another buddy, lifelong member of Cliff Bennett’s Rebel Rousers,
the late and sadly missed man of the baritone sax, Sid Phillips. It was at Sid’s wake that Roy
would perform one more time for us, his voice still as strong as ever, his piano playing as sharp
and inventive as ever. Roy was telling us he wanted another gig with us, sadly it would prove not
to be, the idea in my head never bore fruit and the sad disease was soon taking hold, but we have
not just those wonderful memories, but photos, maybe more importantly clips on YouTube of Roy
doing what he did best… "Rockin’ The House".
Roy Young was born 20th October 1934 in Poplar, East London, just a couple of miles from Tower
Bridge, in what in those days would have been the commercial centre of London’s docklands.
However, within a few short years the dark clouds of war were looming, and by the time he was
seven, bombs fell, seemingly ceaseless and never ending, on this part of the city as they did in so
many cities and towns around the UK. Wisely the family upped sticks and departed to the
relatively safe territory of the rolling hills of Oxfordshire. Roy’s mother Lily had earned a little cash
by playing the piano in tough, rowdy smoke filled pubs around the docks and, once moving to their
new home, breathing fresh air, she soon found herself much in demand playing in the local
licensed establishments. Roy by now had fallen in love with his chosen instrument, school music
lessons were an opportunity to display his ever increasing skill. However, one can only imagine
how the teachers reacted to this young lad often on the spur of the moment, totally spontaneously
breaking into a boogie woogie.
Once school was out, the merchant navy beckoned. When not sailing the seven seas and looking
for many an adventure, back in Blighty, he could be found, like so many young hopefuls, packing
the coffee bars of Soho for a chance to perform, in particular the 2is in Old Compton Street, where
he was spotted by TV producer Jack Good who at the time was riding the crest of the wave with
his hugely successful Rock’n’Roll/pop show "Oh Boy". Soon it was goodbye merchant navy and
hello "Oh Boy" along with appearances on its BBC rival "Drumbeat". For the benefit of those
outside these islands and those too young, there were only two TV stations back in the fifties BBC and ITV its commercial rival.
Although commercially his early records failed to capture his obvious potential, as the sixties came
in to being the first wave of raw, exciting Rock’n’Roll was in decline; softer, gentler, family friendly
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sounds performed by good looking young men were being ferociously marketed. Roy could never
fit into that category, he was far too talented for a start, older too than most of his rivals clipping a
few years off for the benefit of the publicity machine. He even spent time at the home of a stage
school for potential pop stars run by Reg Calvert later to be associated with pioneering pirate
radio, whose interview with his daughter Susan will appear in a later issue of this very magazine.
However, he found a home where raw rockin’ rhythm and blues, and Rock’n’Roll could be heard
on bandstands nightly played by mainly young British musicians, Hamburg in Germany where he
would support and witness in action many of his heroes;
visiting American artists, Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Gene Vincent, Ray Charles to name but four. The
Beatles were in town too, making a name for themselves,
and they became good buddies, Roy playing on their
recording of "Sweet Georgia Brown". The manager of the
Liverpool mop tops wanted to sign Roy on the dotted line,
but he declined the offer, whilst in Hamburg a career long
friendship struck up with Liverpool’s finest, Kingsize
With Little Richard
Taylor and the Dominos, whom we reunited at the
Borderline, a memorable night for all those that attended
the TFTW show dedicated to Hamburg’s Star Club.
Once home, Roy joined Cliff Bennett’s Rebel
Rousers, another batch of good mates from his
Hamburg days, playing on all their mid-sixties hits
"One Way Love" and "Got To Get You Into My
Life". As the sixties gave way to the seventies
Roy formed his own band, named in his honour,
Roy Young Band. Two albums followed swiftly,
"Mr Funky" and self-titled "Roy Young Band", on
the road regularly, appearances on TV’s first truly
serious rock music television show "The Old Grey
Whistle Test", hosted by Bob Harris. I saw Roy
and his band supporting Chuck Berry at the long
gone but still sadly missed Rainbow in Finsbury
Park, and this promising period also produced some fine recordings too, his version of The
Beatles’ "Lovely Rita" and his raw pounding take of The Band’s "Rag Mama Rag".
With the Beatles

Later that same decade, David Bowie saw the Roy Young Band perform at London’s small but
music business habitué venue Speakeasy which led to him playing on Bowie’s "Low" album.
Roy was soon on the move, taking up residence
in Canada to marry his lady with whom he would
spend the remainder of his life, Carol, where he
would spend close to three decades, during the
eighties touring the length and breadth of the
United States with former front man of Mott The
Hoople, Ian Hunter, although returning to Europe
briefly to appear at a Star Club reunion in
Hamburg, meeting up with all his old friends
again, Dominos, Cliff Bennett, Tony Sheridan etc.
Come the present century, Roy came home,
Bobby Thompson, Karl Terry, Kingsize Taylor,
setting up home with Carol in Oxfordshire, cutting
Roy Young, Chas Hodges
an album of new songs, and in 2009 a 50 year
retrospective of his long career, another album followed in 2012 "Roy ‘Rock Them’ Young" 2012.
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TFTW

TOP 10

25th March 2018 ~ 3rd June 2018
Position
1. (1)
Dave Berry - The Crying Game
2. (5)
P.P. Arnold - The First Cut Is The Deepest
3. (4)
The Allisons - Are You Sure?
4. (2)
Billie Davis - Tell Him
5. (6)
Charlie Gracie - Fabulous
6. (3)
Mike Berry - Tribute To Buddy Holly
7. (8)
The Velvet Candles - Little Darlin'
8. (-)
Zoot Money - Big Time Operator
9. (-)
Roy Young - I Can't Believe You Wanna Leave
10. (-) Dave Berry - I Knew The Bride When She Used To Rock'n'Roll
(Previous chart position shown in brackets)

Plays
3113
1808
1320
958
815
807
580
521
452
358

See all available videos by going to our website at www.TFTW.org.uk and clicking the YouTube link

























Letters to the Editor
Hi Keith,
Another terrific issue while your Willie Jeffery article gave me pause as he says he is older than
the late Danny Coffey. Yep me too. But Willie also claims to be older than me as well!
Man, this has got to be close to call as I was born on December 14th 1940, so if you too were
born in 1940 Willie, it’s gotta be close.
Whatever, we are both oldies but goodies.
Paul Barrett
Penarthsville
The Last Resort
Wales
Hi Keith, Your latest mag was great, as usual. Really enjoyed it, especially the reminiscences of
Willie Jeffrey. I've mentioned the next point several times over the years but I really am amazed
you haven't got a "Letters to the Editor" feature. When our mag was going we had this spot from
the beginning - I think it is very important, as it is the only way you know what effect the mag is
having. (We do, but only occasionally, such as today - H)
I am told that your Morse code issue has been picked up by the North Korean international
monitoring station who are now converting it into Braille (Using Microsoft "See What I Mean"
software).
Cheers, Neil Foster
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With my last two articles being about the more modern British
Jazz artists I thought we would step back a little in time for this
Musical Missive. Our subject was a popular singer, drummer and
bandleader, having worked with the great Harry Roy in the late
1930s, was a PT instructor in the RAF in the early 1940s and
performed on the Goons Radio show in the 1950s.
English born Henry Pitts Brown was born on the 17th March 1916
in Kennington, London, later changing his name to Ray Ellington.
His father was an African-American music-hall entertainer and his
mother a Russian Jew, the early death of his father (Ray was just
four years old) led to Ray being brought up as an Orthodox Jew.
He attended the South London Jewish School from 1924 to 1930.
Ray entered show business at the age of twelve appearing on a
London stage as an actor although on leaving school at 14 Ray
joined his uncle’s business as an apprentice cabinet maker.
Having already entered show business it was not long before Ray started to follow his musical
career (having played with local bands) as a drummer and continued that role when he joined
Harry Roy’s Orchestra in 1937. Ray’s vocal expertise was soon recognised and used in Harry
Roy’s set-up from the time of Ray’s first recording session (1937) when he recorded “Swing for
Sale” released in 1937 on Odeon O-31104. It was through the various Harry Roy recordings and
Radio shows that Ray Ellington became a popular and well known drummer and singer with the
public.
With WWII looming Ray was called up and joined the
RAF in 1940 as a physical training instructor, Ray
played in various service bands including the RAF Blue
Eagles in 1945. After leaving the RAF Ray started to
work as a drummer/vocalist in various small bands led
by Tito Burns as well as continuing his music career at
the Bag O’Nails club in London’s Soho with his own
band. Early 1947 arrived and Ray re-joined Harry Roy’s
Orchestra albeit for a short time until he formed the Ray
Ellington Quartet the same year; the quartet was made up of the Caribbean Trio plus Ray.
Although Ray specialised in Jazz and was much influenced by Louis Jordon’s Jump Blues style he
also experimented with other genres. The Quartet was not only one of the first English bands to
feature electric guitar but was also one of the first to use the stripped back set-up of
guitar/bass/piano and drums that formed the basis of Rock’n’Roll bands of the time. Members of
the band at this time were Laudric Caton on guitar, Dick Katz on piano, Coleridge Goode on bass
and Ray on drums and vocals. The quartet was well received and worked tirelessly in and around
the London club scene as well as a number of tours abroad and in the UK.
From 1951 through 1960 Ray regularly appeared on The Goon Show where he not only played
regular musical segments but also had a number of speaking
roles as either a Native African, Native American, Arab
chieftain and with no attempt to change his voice as a female
secretary and a Scotsman. Having heard some of the shows
featuring Ray I can recommend them as a lighter side of Ray’s
career. Ray's recording of "The Madison" on Ember
International reached No. 36 in the UK Singles Chart in
November 1962. With the surname of Ellington one can be
excused from thinking that Ray is associated with the
American Jazz legend Duke Ellington but you can be assured
that there is no association whatsoever other than Ray performed a couple of Duke’s songs on the
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Goon Shows. Ray married actress and TV presenter Anita West, the relationship produced two
children a boy and a girl, unfortunately due to Ray’s constant touring
the marriage soon ended.
For the last decade of his life Ray continued to lead various small
groups playing at the White Elephant club in Chelsea as well as having
a long term residency at the Hilton “Roof Top” restaurant in Park Lane,
London. Ray Ellington passed away from cancer on 27th Feb 1985
three weeks short of his 69th birthday.
~~~ Musical video links ~~~
The Ray Ellington Quartet Plays Mr. Sandman
From The Goon Show Episode “The Booted Gorilla”
~~
The Ray Ellington Quartet - A Sky Blue Shirt and a Rainbow Tie
From The Goon Show episode "The Affair of the Lone Banana"
~~
Ray Ellington - Old Man River
From the Goon Show episode "The Dreaded Battered Pudding Hurler"
~~
Ray Ellington - The Madison (Ember International)
~~
Ray Ellington sings Duke Ellington’s “What Else Can You Do with a Drum”
From The Goon Show, also part of Duke Ellington’s musical work “A Drum Is a Woman”
~~
Ray Ellington sings Duke Ellington’s “You Better Know It”
From The Goon Show, also part of Duke Ellington’s musical work “A Drum Is a Woman”
~~

sharp as a switchblade
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Sam Cooke’s “You Send Me” was arranged by Harold Battiste who played piano on Sam’s “A Change Is
Gonna Come”. Also played soprano sax on Sonny & Cher’s “You Got Me Babe” for which he received $125. He
founded the “All For One” label which had Barbara George’s “I Know” as its biggest hit. He produced Dr. John’s
1968 album “Gris Gris”. Harold was born 28.10.31 in New Orleans and grew up near the Lasalle St. nightclub
the Dew Drop Inn. In 1952 he earned a bachelor’s degree in music education. In 1989 he joined Ellis Marsalis
Jr. as a professor of jazz studies at the University of New Orleans. Harold suffered a stroke in 1993 but revived
the AFO label. He married and divorced twice. Harold died June 2015 aged 83. Source: Glen Whipp, L.A.
Times, 22.6.2015
2.
Keely Smith divorced Louis Prima in 1961, and Gia Malone Prima replaced Keely in the twosome act.
Louis died in 1978 after several years in a coma, and this is dramatized in the show “Louis & Keely: Live at the
Sahara” The show first shown in 2008, returns after 6 years, to open at the Gill Kate’s Theatre and Laguna
Playhouse this winter. Director is Taylor Hackford, Hershey Felder is the producer, Vanessa Clair Steward plays
Keely. Anthony Crivello plays Louis, he won a 1993 Oscar for his part in the musical, “The Kiss Of The Spider
Woman”. Gia had commented that “the show is a “totally untrue, disrespectful hatchet job that unfairly had
portrayed her husband as “crude” and “uneducated”. Gia died in 2013. Source: Mike Boehm. L.A. Times,
22.7.2015
3.
Buddy Guy does not read music but has influenced Jimmy Page, Jeff Beck, Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix
and Steve Ray Vaughan. His new album is “Born to play Guitar” and pays homage to Muddy Waters and B.B.
King. Musicians on the album include Van Morrison, Joss Stone and Billy Gibbons. Guy reflects that when he
left his Louisiana home and met Muddy and B.B. in Chicago “they weren’t making a decent living”, and B.B.
said that in the ‘40s and ‘50s he was making just enough money to get from town to town. Several of Guy’s
children are musically talented, and Shawna, his youngest, is a hip hop artist. Guy says he lives prudently, does
not do drugs, and when tired could go to bed for two days, but gets up to cook. Source: Elysa Gardner, USA
Today, 31.7.2015
4.
Entertainment & music auction by Heritage Auctions, the world’s largest collectibles auctioneer is to be
held September 19-20 in New York and on line. This includes: Buddy Holly’s coat as seen on the 1957 Chirping
Crickets LP, opening bid $10,000.00. A Marilyn Monroe oversized b/w photo, circa 1954, opening bid $3,000.00.
A John Wayne cavalry jacket from the film “Fort Apache”, opening bid $10,000.00. Keith Woods’ first hat,
opening bid $8,000.00. The first recording contract signed by the Beatles for the “My Bonnie” session, opening
bid $75,000.00. Madonna’s personal stage guitar, autographed, opening bid $20,000.00. Grateful Dead signed
guitar with Jerry Garcia, from the Jeff Abram Rock’n’Roll Archive, opening bid $5,000.00. Source: L.A. Times,
6.9.2015
5.
The late Uwe Blaschke 300 piece collection of Beatles memorabilia is to be auctioned by Heritage
Auctions. This includes the first recording contract, written in German and signed by the band including the then
drummer Pete Best, it is expected to fetch about $150,000. The 1961 contract was for a version of the traditional
German children’s song, “My Bonnie” and was credited to Tony Sheridan & The Beat Brothers, “Beatles” was
deemed unsuitable for the German market. Other items include an autographed copy of “Love Me Do” which is
expected to fetch $10,000, and a snapshot of George Harrison modelling his first leather jacket taken in 1960
Hamburg, estimated price of $3,000. Source: Jill Serjeant, Las Vegas-Review Journal, 19.8.2015
6.
Brian Wilson when interviewed about wanting to do a project centered on Chuck Berry says “He was
prolific, He was probably one of the greatest Rock'n'Roll artists of all time. He’s in his late eighties so I’m sure he
is slowing down by now. “Sweet Little Sixteen” inspired me to write “Surfin’ USA". It’s similar to "Sweet Little
Sixteen". Not every note or chord is the same, but it’s very similar. I wrote “Surfin’ USA" with him in mind to sing,
but Chuck Berry’s music inspired me to write Rock'n'Roll songs. He was very influential in my life”. Wilson wants
to do a tribute album to the Rock'n'Roll greats, like Berry, Little Richard, Paul McCartney and Barry Gibb. “We’re
gonna do it in about three or four months”. Source: Jason Scavone, Vegas 7, 2-8 July 2015
7.
Roy C. Bennett and Sid Tepper wrote more than 40 songs for Elvis to sing in his films. These include
“Song Of The Shrimp” and “The Bullfighter Was A Lady”. Other non-Elvis titles include “Red Roses for a Blue
Lady”, “The Naughty Lady Of Shady Lane", “The Young Ones” for Cliff Richard and “Glad All Over” picked up by
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The Beatles (originally Carl Perkins-KM). There were about a dozen teams/individuals vying for the Elvis film
song writing, and Freddy Bienstock screened the songs. Those chosen were demo’d then sent to Col. Parker &
Elvis. Bennett & Tepper had five songs in “Blue Hawaii”. Tepper retired in the ‘70s and died in April. Bennet
went on to write three books and died aged 96 of an age related illness in July. Source: David Colker, L.A.
Times, 20.7.2015
8.
A violin known as the Ames Stradivarius, made in 1734 and worth $250,000, was stolen in May 1980
from Roman Totenberg, a virtuoso and soloist. He had worked with Arthur Rubenstein and Igor Stravinsky. On
Thursday, daughter, Nina Totenburg, talking on NPR’s “Morning Edition,” reported the discovery of the violin
when a women was having it appraised, saying she inherited it from her late husband. The husband had been a
suspect by the family but investigators did not take it further, so Nina’s mother went around Boston asking
friends if they knew anybody in the mob who would break into his apartment. Roman died 2012 aged 101. There
are about 20 Strads known to be stolen. Source: Michael Cooper, Las Vegas Sun, 7.8.2015
9.
President
Obama
toured
the
Treme
Stompin' USA 2013
neighbourhood of New Orleans on the 10th anniversary
Woodies holiday trip
of Hurricane Katrina. Leah Chase, former chef and
owner of Dooky Chase’s Restaurant told the President
she was proud of what he had done, and Obama
responded that more of the credit should go to the
Democratic mayor Mitch Landrieu. At the time of the
catastrophe Obama was a presidential candidate, and
George W. Bush was president. Democratic consultant
Donna Brazile and writer Waler Isaacson, told reporters
on Air Force One that Bush had gotten a bad rap, but
under his leadership and investing hundreds of billions of
$$ into the recovery effort “we got it right”. Source:
Michael A. Memoli & Christi Parsons, Los Angeles
Times, 28.8.2015
10.
Song Writer Hall Of Fame entrant, Michael Masser, attended Law School and became a stockbroker
and theatre agent in New York. A psychiatrist suggested he should try song writing, and at aged 30 a song was
sent to Johnny Mercer. Working in the Motown office, Masser wrote “Touch Me In The Morning” for Diana Ross
which reached No. 1 in the pop charts, then created the score for ”Mahogany”. He also wrote “Saving All My
Love For You” for Whitney Houston, “The Greatest Love Of All” for a documentary about Muhammad Ali.
George Benson originally recorded it, but Whitney had the hit. Others were “So Sad The Song” for Gladys
Knight, “Miss You Like Crazy” for Natalie Cole. Masser died from a stroke. Source: Elaine Woo. L.A. Times,
17.7.2015
11.
Roy Orbison’s road manager for a while was Buddy Buie, who in 1970 started a recording studio in
Doraville, Ga., where he formed a band which included three of Orbison’s band The Candymen. This included
the vocalist Rodney Justo, keyboards Dean Daughtry and drummer Robert Nix. The band was called the Atlanta
Rhythm Section, and in 1972 they released an album titled the same. Earlier, having dropped out of Auburn
University, Buddy moved to New York where he worked with Roy. He managed bands, produced records and
wrote or collaborated on hundreds of songs. He helped write “Traces” and “Stormy” for the Classics IV and
“Spooky” which was originally an instrumental. Buddy died July aged 74. Source: Bruce Weber, New York
Times, 21.7.2015
12.
Phil Spector prosecution witness Dorothy Melvin said she had worked as Joan Rivers’ manager for 23
years. She met Spector about 1990 and a romantic relationship developed. Meeting him on 2.7.93 began
pleasantly with Spector showing her memorabilia including John Lennon’s guitar. Melvin said Spector drank
much vodka and disappeared for an hour which he often did, and she fell asleep on his couch. When she woke
later she went outside and Spector was pointing a gun at her new green Mercedes. She said he angrily claimed
that he couldn’t find her and pointed the gun at her ordering her to get back into the house. Pointing at her right
temple she said Spector holding a snub nose revolver hit her twice with the back of his hand holding the gun. He
accused her of stealing things and pointed a shot gun at her as she drove out. Source: Peter Y. Hong, Los
Angeles Times, 22.4.2007
13.
The Highander Auditorium has a doo-wop show on Saturday, admission $39-79. Jimmy Clanton
appears who originally was a guitarist with a white R&B band in Baton Rouge, and learned a few songs to sing
after hearing vocalists earned $5 more. In the studio Dick Holler was the singer and Jimmy pushed “Just a
Dream” he had written. Johnny Vincent of Ace Records signed him up with an appearance on “American
Bandstand”. Kathy Young who in 1960 had a hit with “A Thousand Stars” met Jim Lee of Indigo Records and he
gave her an audition. Jim gave her the sheet music to the song and asked her to come back the next night.
When she started to sing the Innocents who were in the studio began to harmonize. Source: Jim Dail, California
Press Enterprise, 17.7.2015
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Billy Harlan
Great to have you here with us Billy and I hope our accents don’t cause too many problems. Billy,
where were you born?
I was born 24 March 1937 in a little town called Martwick, Kentucky. I’m from a musical family,
especially on my dad’s side and some of my aunts and uncles are very good musicians. My dad
may have done a little music professionally but the Harlan side are all very talented although I’m
the only one that has taken it to this level. Hopefully I still have a few miles to go.
I can’t remember when I didn’t sing, and I started messing about with the guitar when I was eight
or nine years old. I could accompany myself by the time I was 12 or 13. First off I was an Ernest
Tubb fan; my dad would get up in the morning to go to work and he’d play the radio and we’d
listen to Ernest on WSM, Monday through Friday, so country music was where it started.
I guess I started to perform professionally when I was around 16 years old when I had a little radio
show of my own on WRUS in Russellville. Dave Rich and I used to have this 15 minute show and,
although we didn’t get paid for that, I consider that my first professional approach to music. Soon
thereafter I started playing bass with Dave Rich in the night clubs in Owensboro. We lived in a dry
county (no liquor) and Owensboro was wet where there was liquor. We’d play little dances and
things from 8 at night ‘til around midnight so that was
where I officially became a pro.
I had a friend that I used to play guitar with, Tommy ‘Red
Top’ Payne, and Dave Rich hired him away from me. I
wasn’t paying him so he took the job with Dave and got
paid for it and that’s how I first came across Dave.
Phil Everly, Billy Harlan, Tommy
Payne, Don Everly - 1949

There’s a picture of me with the Everly Brothers when
we’re about 13 years old and Tommy is in that photo. We
were the Green River Valley Boys and we adopted that
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name because we had a friend in town, a bass player, who played with a band and around the
bottom of his bass was written the Green River Valley Boys.
So you met up with the Everly Brothers at a young age?
It’s down to locality really. Don and Phil’s parents grew up in the same area of Kentucky where I
grew up. I never met them at that age but I knew their kinfolk so what would happen is every
summer the Everly family from Iowa came to visit their uncle who lived a few houses from me. At
that age we’d play guitar sitting out on the front porch in the swing and the music gets around so I
knew about the Everly family and their talent long before I knew them. As will always eventually
happen, I guess, people that are musicians are going to get together somewhere along the way.
We did that when Don and I were 13 - Don’s birthday is February 1st and mine is in March so Don
is about 7 weeks older than me. I spoke to Don just the other day and we are (at this time) both 80
years old.
At 18 I was a senior in High School and I was playing with the Dave Rich Band. I was playing the
bass for Dave and singing a little harmony and I’d been doing that probably from the age of 17.
Nashville had a radio station WLAC and after the sun went down they played all black rhythm and
blues music, people like Willie Reed and Muddy Waters. Back in the early days, everywhere Dave
Rich went, I went too because I was his right hand man, I sang harmony to him. Dave had an
early morning radio show that came on at 6am and we were playing in Owensboro, an hour from
where we lived, finishing at midnight. I’d be driving the car and Dave would be in the back seat
sleeping. So when he went places, Dave took me with him. We’d go to Nashville where Eddie Hill
was a disc jockey at WSM who had a late night show. Television would finish at midnight so
everybody would listen to the radio. We’d sit down with Eddie and shoot the breeze and on the
way home we’d always switch over to the rhythm and blues station. That’s where we first heard
“Maybelline” and stuff like that. We were always big Ray Charles fans - I’ve been a Ray Charles
fan since I can’t remember when.
I was about a year out of school and still playing with Dave although we weren’t making a lot of
money and I got married at a very early age, at 19. I decided to get a day job and I was going to
quit music.
By the first of the year in 1957 I quit the band and moved to Chicago, Illinois to get a job. I was
pumping gas in Chicago and if you’ve been to Chicago in January you know what that amounts to.
When I wasn’t pumping gas I was shovelling snow. I didn’t enjoy that very much and this is where
my professional career really started. I’d been working there three weeks and Dave Rich called
me saying Jim Reeves needed a bass player for three days and it might turn into a permanent job.
I told him I’d be on the midnight bus. I caught that bus, went home and then went on down to
Nashville. We did three nights on the road and when we got back to Nashville he told me I was
hired so from that time forwards I worked for Jim Reeves playing the bass for almost three years. I
started in January and left in August, September 1959.
That was somewhat of an off and on affair because, when “Four Walls” hit, Jim decided to quit the
road and he was doing a network radio show, five nights a week with Jim Backus and some of the
professional musicians around Nashville. At that time I went to work for the Wilburn Brothers so
from that time on I worked for either them or Jim, depending on what was going on. That’s when I
started to get interested in rockabilly and Rock'n'Roll. Of course, the Everly Brothers had already
switched to Rock'n'Roll and had released “Bye Bye Love” which was in the charts at the same
time as Jim’s “Four Walls”.
The Everlys had been really struggling and were about to give it up and headed up to Chicago
where their parents were. They got a contract with Cadence Records and recorded “Bye Bye
Love” and “I Wonder If I Care As Much”. This was late March and at that time we were getting
ready to come to Europe to do some shows in Germany. We also spent a week in London but
before we left Jim had recorded “Four Walls”. Before we left town, the Everlys took me over to
Acuff-Rose Publishing and played the demo of “Bye Bye Love” for me, which makes me one of
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the first people ever to hear “Bye Bye Love”. On getting back from Europe, Jim’s “Four Walls” was
headed up the charts and when we got back to Nashville the Everlys were in the top ten.
Their father, Ike Everly, was regarded as a very good musician wasn’t he?
The Everlys had a family show in Iowa and Ike was a great guitar player although he didn’t play in
other bands. He had his own family show with his wife Margaret and she doesn’t get as much
credit as she deserves because she was a great singer and a musician too. As a matter of fact,
Margaret and her sisters were a singing trio. This is where the Everly Brothers started and they
never played in night clubs; most musicians on the way up have played in the joints somewhere
but these guys were always in the family band. When they outgrew that they were in contact with
Chet Atkins and were writing songs or going to school and never played the night clubs as most of
us did. They went right from High School to “Bye Bye Love” at number one.
You visited Europe way back in 1957 then?
It was a big package show and all the artists on the show were RCA Victor recording artists. Jim
Reeves was the headliner and on the show were Hank Locklin, Jim Ed, Maxine and Bonnie Brown
and another young lady, Janis Martin, labelled the Female Elvis so I got to play bass for all those
people. Fond memories. We played all over West Germany and came into Frankfurt to play an air
force base. We started in Frankfurt, moved over to Nuremberg playing the air bases, hospitals,
things of that nature. On the military bases we had free reign and could go where we wanted; the
officers’ club, the non-coms, enlisted men, wherever. I’m very familiar with West Germany and
one of the things I’m interested in doing, it’s on my bucket list, I want to go to Berlin. I’m hoping to
play at Waardamme near Bruges in Belgium in June and, if I go, I’ll make it to Berlin too. I’m a bit
of a history buff and into geography and I’ve visited all 50 states back home, plus Canada and
Mexico, most of it playing music.
We’d arrived in Germany around the beginning of April so it was probably the end of that month
when we got to London. As I was only 19 back then the weather didn’t really bother me but I’m
wearing a jacket today.
When we were here in England we visited some air force bases and some of us took a private
limousine and saw all the iconic sights of London; I saw the Crown Jewels and I never will forget
that. My wife and I came to London in 2013 and you don’t see near what we saw back on those
tours. I was really disappointed when I took my wife as we didn’t get to see everything I saw the
first time.
So you’re back from Europe, what happens next? Recording?
I did very little recording with Jim and I wasn’t part of “Four Walls”. Most of the major artists in
Nashville used the “A Team”, a group of musicians that stood in if you didn’t have a band of your
own. From 1957 the music started to change, when country artists started using voices and
different instrumentation, getting away from Country & Western and getting into top 40 or easy
listening music; things like Jim’s “Four Walls”, Marty Robbins had “Singing The Blues”, Sonny
James’ “Young Love”, Ferlin Husky’s “Gone”. This is when Nashville became known for the
Nashville Sound as opposed to country music.
From that point in time I started
getting interested in the rockabilly
sound myself so I started writing
some rockabilly songs although I
was still doing country stuff at the
same time. Through Buddy Killen,
who was Dave’s publisher, he
published “My Fate Is In Your
Hands” and Dave’s name is on
that record. Dave didn’t write any
of it but he and I were working
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together and we were sitting round the local radio station. I had this song and Dave learned it and
he was the one who got it published so that’s why his name is on there. From that I started writing
and getting interested in the rockabilly scene and I wrote “School House Rock” and “I Wanna Bop”
which I took to Buddy Killen. I wrote “School House Rock” after seeing the movie “Jailhouse Rock”
and I thought the song was kind of strange, people dancing with chairs. Buddy liked them and in
fact he did the session and sold the record to Brunswick which came out some time in May or
June ’58. That was my entry into rockabilly music. I only had that one release but at that time I
was fronting the band as the lead for Jim Reeves. When we’d go places and put on shows I
always opened the show, typically doing stuff like “Bony Moronie”, some Everly Brothers and that
kind of stuff before Jim came out. I’d introduce Jim Reeves and then we’d play his stuff.
One of the things I always had in the back of my mind when I was writing songs was the Everly
Brothers. I was thinking I’d like to do some recording but I’d also like to have a hit record. Phil
Everly used to say “Write a good song and they’ll pay you forever”. I wrote a song called “This
Lonely Man” with the intention of pitching it to the Everly Brothers. I don’t know if my publisher
ever pitched it to them but he showed it to Chet Atkins who liked it and I recorded that song and
“Teen Jean Jive” for Chet and RCA Victor. Don Everly was playing Chet’s guitar on that track.
After we recorded it Chet kept saying he thought it needed something else and before it was
released we could have added voices or new instrumentation to it or done it over as it was just two
songs. I’d been away with Jim and when I got back into town Chet called me and said he wasn’t
going to release the record. Of course, that broke my heart.
I pretty much felt I’d had enough of working the road, playing the bass, travelling all the time and
working the road in those days as a sideman was feast or famine. You’d be away for six weeks,
two months and then you’d come back and sit at home for just as long and that wasn’t working for
me so I quit. I moved up to Phoenix, Arizona and got a job as an apprentice carpenter and near
killed myself the first day. Here’s a guy who’s used to working nights and not living the best life
there is and it’s a wonder I didn’t die then. We’re in Phoenix, Arizona and I’m a guy who isn’t used
to any physical work and, as an apprentice carpenter, you don’t get to do things like build houses,
you get jobs that are labour intensive. It was 114 degrees and there’s a wood fire burning not too
far away and of course I was thirsty. I was drinking everything in sight and when it came time to
eat, I couldn’t eat. Anyway, I got fired. The good thing was I didn’t have to work all the way to 4.30.
I got in my car in all this heat, looked up in the mirror and my eyes were all pupil, no white to be
seen. I’m surprised I could even see. I got home and thought that, as I hadn’t done this sort of
work in a long time, I needed to take a hot shower. Bad idea as I got in the bathtub and couldn’t
get back out - I guess I had heatstroke with all the stuff that goes with that, I mean it was coming
out both ends. This happened over Labor Day weekend so I didn’t have to go to work on Monday
but I couldn’t have gone in anyway. I had cramps; my legs cramped, my arms cramped, I was a
mess and I’m surprised I didn’t die. I guess the good Lord or luck was looking out for me ‘cos I
sure wasn’t looking out for myself.
I got through that and carried on working as an apprentice carpenter helping people build houses
and things of that nature. However that work wasn’t regular either and eventually we moved over
to California and I got a steady job with a division of North American Aviation. I actually worked on
equipment that was part of the Apollo Moon Project and while I was doing that I was going to
school, trying to get myself some education. I knew that I wanted to
move back to Kentucky; that was where I was born and where I grew
up. I got educated in the computer and technical field, programming
computers and so on and went back to Kentucky on vacation. While I
was there I found a job, went back to California to get my stuff and
moved home.
I’d been away from music for ten years and I started to get back into
it. I played with a band in Louisville and started to think about writing
songs. I came back to Louisville in 1968 and by 1972 I’d written
some songs and I had one recorded, the Johnny Russell recorded
song called “She’s A Natural Woman” (not to be confused with
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Aretha’s “Natural Woman”). It was on the back side of “Rednecks, White Socks And Blue Ribbon
Beer” so I made a little money. That got me back in the music business and, several years later, I
heard from Dominique Anglares and I got emails from Tom Ingram about
Viva Las Vegas who wanted me to go out there and do a show. I said I’d
think about it but I wondered why in the world does anyone want me to go
to Las Vegas and do a show? I’m nobody. I found out that back in the late
seventies, early eighties people were doing “I Wanna Bop” and they were
playing the records at places like the Rockabilly Festivals. I finally
responded to Tom because he made me an offer that I couldn’t turn down.
He offered to fly me and my wife out there, pay for our board and give me a
decent fee of $1,000 on top. I went out and did the four songs that I had recorded. Additionally,
the record that Chet hadn’t released had been sold to Bear Family Records - I don’t know if that
coincided with the resurgence of the interest in vinyl and acts from the late ‘50s. I’m in the green
room in Vegas and people are coming in, asking for pictures with me - again I was confused as to
why people wanted pictures of me. One lady said to me “You go to any of these Rockabilly
Festivals and they will play “I Wanna Bop” before the night is over”.
Through the internet a lady at the Louisville paper in Kentucky, the
Courier Journal, learned about me and she wanted to do an article. It
went on the front page and also went on the internet and apparently it’s
been viewed in 57 countries. When I did the first
Viva Las Vegas I had people from Australia come
up and talk to me. There was a 14 year old boy,
Vic Simms, who recorded “I Wanna Bop” and it
was released in Australia and I didn’t get paid for
it. I don’t know how many records he sold but I
didn’t get a penny. Again in Vegas a guy named
Israel Proulx came up to me who had recorded it
in French and he gave me a copy and I didn’t get
paid for that either. There’s also a YouTube video
of a young left handed guitar player from Estonia
and I’ve been in touch with her. It’s been recorded
all over in Canada, Australia, France, Estonia and
I’ve also seen a UK group doing it.
By this time I’m living back in Muhlenberg County where I was born and I
sent a resumé to Jerry Chatabox telling him what I’d done and that I’d be
interested in doing the Rockabilly Rave and he said “Alright, let’s do it”. When I got over there I
wasn’t sure how well my set would go down and he confirmed that I didn’t have to worry, he’d
been enjoying my music for thirty years. That was back in 2012 and since then I’ve been back to
Viva Las Vegas, done a thing called Nashville Boogie and in 2015 I released a two record vinyl set
with six tracks of which we’ve sold some and hopefully will sell a few more. That’s where we are at
the present moment in time. There’s some empty space in there but that brings me to where I am
today and I’m really enjoying what I’m doing.
To fill in one of those spaces, tell us about Jerry Reed’s first recording because I understand you
were on that.
Well, no I wasn’t. Dave was doing some shows and he and Jerry were
coming artists at that time. Jerry had a record with Capitol Records and
Dave was with RCA Victor. They were doing early parts of shows for
Faron Young and Ferlin Husky and people like that so that’s where we
met Jerry but I never recorded with him. This is probably due to a
translation error in Dominique’s article. I’ve recorded with many
professional artists and I didn’t think it was necessary to change
something that’s already published but now you know. So it’s now on you
to get it out there because I don’t want to go rewriting a bunch of stuff.
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I wrote “My Fate Is In Your Hands” for Hawkshaw Hawkins which was the first song I ever wrote,
finished and put it down and I was still in High School at the time. I graduated from High School in
1955 and the record was out in 1956. It wasn’t a huge hit but it sold some records so we got paid
a little bit. It’s really quite a simple song but I love it. I had just started work with Jim Reeves and
we were on the road, the whole band in the car, when Hawkshaw Hawkins comes on the radio.
When it finished I said “I wrote that song” and Jim turned round, looked at me and said “Man, I
really like that song”. I was too young back then but I should have asked Jim to record it, because
he would have. Jim was a perfectionist and pretty tough to get along with because he told
everybody how he wanted things to be.
I did one recording session with him where he recorded two Roger Miller songs; “Home” was the
hit side and the other side was “If Heartache Is The Fashion”. I had stopped playing the upright
bass and I was playing the Fender Precision bass and Jim insisted I record with him. Now, I’m not
the greatest musician, I won’t blow any smoke about that because I never really wanted to be a
musician; I played the bass because I didn’t sing that well and I didn’t play the guitar that well.
There was Hank Garland on guitar, Floyd Cramer, Buddy Harman on drums, me and the
Jordanaires. If you listen to “Home” I actually kicked it off on the bass with Hank Garland and
Floyd Cramer sitting right there. I look back at that and it floors me to think whose idea it was as it
certainly wasn’t mine. I’m sitting there with all these great musicians, I’m going to do what I’m told
and hopefully they won’t run me off. I was probably the only bass player back then that kicked a
song off on a major label.
You mentioned
project.

the

Apollo

I worked for this company called
Autonetics out in California, a
division of North American
Aviation who were the lead
contractor on the Apollo Moon
Project. We built cabinets for
computers, inertial navigation
systems and things like that,
mechanical work, which went
along with the Moon project. I
don’t know for sure if anything I
did actually went in the capsule
but it may have. I’m connected
to the Apollo missions and these
flights went round the Moon and
put the lander down there.
You’ve heard the phrase,
“Houston, we have a problem”
and I hope it wasn’t something I
made that broke.
It’s been great fun Billy.
I enjoyed talking about the music
and even though I was away
from it for many years, it’s
always been part of my life.
Keith and Billy with Lucia and Terry Dene
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JAZZ JUNCTION
.

The Bobby Watson Quartet at Ronnie Scott’s, Monday 21 May 2018
It has been suggested that post-bop alto saxophonist Bobby Watson does not enjoy the standing
in jazz that he warrants, a view that was supported by his quartet booking at Ronnie Scott’s being
for one night only, and a Monday at that. Fortunately, London’s loss was not shared by the sellout audience.
Kansas-born Bobby Watson took up the alto sax while at
high school, going on to study at the University of Miami.
He continued his musical education by joining, touring and
recording with Art Blakey & The Jazz Messengers (197781), including serving as Art Blakey’s musical director for
two years. He has also supported singers such as Lou
Rawls, Betty Carter, Dianne Reeves and Carmen Lundy.
He achieved international success as a founding member
of the 29th Street Saxophone Quartet (1982-96), and over
the years has been leader and member of units that have
included both Curtis Lundy and Stephen Scott.
Bassist Curtis Lundy met Bobby Watson while at
university and they formed a sextet to back his sister
Carmen Lundy. He has also worked with Betty Carter,
Johnny Griffin, and Chico Freeman, among others.
Stephen Scott (piano) had classical training before being introduced to jazz, and again has
worked with Betty Carter. The list of names with whom he has performed (when not in one of his
own trios) includes Terence Blanchard, Wynton Marsalis, Sonny Rollins and Ron Carter.
Drummer Eric Kennedy has supported Curtis Fuller, David Murray and Cassandra Wilson, and
like the others has shared the bandstand with Bobby Watson on numerous occasions.
This was an accomplished group that gelled as a result of having played with Bobby Watson
separately and together, and whose unity was strengthened by the shared listening ability
required to back top drawer vocalists, which they had all been called upon to do at one time or
another.
Bobby Watson was in a relaxed mood, and his solos, while not
minimalist, were succinct creations flavoured by an attractive bluesinflected tone. Stephen Scott also impressed with a variety of lyrical
contributions, often taking a different line to the leader. Curtis Lundy’s
bass was a sonorous delight, and Eric Kennedy’s drumming a model of
restraint.
There was much to admire during the two sets: Stephen Scott’s exciting solo on The End Of A
Love Affair, his and Bobby Watson’s contrasting solos on Wheel Within A Wheel, Bobby Watson
marking the anniversary of Martin Luther King with Sweet Dreams, and his lovely solos on the
ballads Soul Eyes (written by noted piano accompanist to Billie Holiday, Mal Waldron) and Duke
Ellington’s In A Sentimental Mood.
Finally, the good-humoured Bobby Watson got the audience to join in with some singing on the
last number, which may or may not have been Limoncello, but was certainly about quantities of
that drink appearing in front of the band whenever they played the tune on tour in the south of
Italy. It’s tough on the road. Salute tutti!
Dave Carroll
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Dear Sister Rosa…
Dear Sister Rosa,
I'm increasingly troubled by spots on my once clear and glowing
skin. These are not the easily dispersed hormonal eruptions of youth
but spots of a permanent and diverse nature. Some are flat and
irregular, others shiny and raised or dark and crusty. Do you think
I should purchase products which promise to eradicate them or go
to a clinic to get them removed?
Woodie Muldoon
Sister Rosa replies:-Let me first sympathise with you about your problem. Sadly
the skin - as the largest organ of the body - shows signs of
aging more obviously than elsewhere. Your beleaguered
immune system - which is itself failing with age - is
struggling to fend off a myriad bacteria, viruses and calming
inflamed arthritic joints. As a result your skin is prey to
these disfiguring marks.
Years ago I had a work colleague with a dark mole on the tip of her nose. During conversations I
found it almost impossible not to focus on this mole. Obviously tired of talking to cross eyed
people she took steps to eradicate this prominent blemish. This consisted of several tedious trips
to an NHS facility which probably no longer exists. Obviously this was a case where there was a
real problem. You need to decide how disruptive your spots are to your lifestyle.
So your recourse to help will be private and expensive treatments with no guarantee of success.
While always being alert to signs of dangerous malignancy you have to ask yourself if you wish to
spend lots of your time and resources trying to eradicate a recurring problem?
You could look at your spots more positively. Become an expert! Maybe it
is not the best chat up line to say "That is the most perfect example of a
keratose I have ever seen!" but who knows where such examinations
could lead?
Alternatively romanticise your spots by remarking that one or a group of
spots indicate you are a descendant of the Romanovs/Medicis/Greek
royalty.
You can turn to astronomy and declare that your spot pattern exactly
matches the Pleiades or other constellation of your choice.
Even more mysteriously you could declare that the spot pattern you have was applied during your
last alien abduction. They are in fact coordinates enabling you to be located for further probings.
In short enjoy your spots. Changing your attitude to them will make life more fun!
For further advice turn to my website :--- sisterrosa@timewastingfortheselfobsessed.com

Sister Rosa Thorpe
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
US Road Trip – Spring 2018
April 15th
I'm three days into my latest US music trip (with Alan Lloyd,
John Howard and Gordon Fleming) and we've been busy,
the highlight being a highly enjoyable Doo-wop show last
night in New Bedford, Massachusetts. We flew in to Boston
on Thursday, picked up a car and drove the 30 odd miles to
the small town of Mansfield, where we are staying in New
England - much cheaper than downtown Boston. Next day
we toured Boston on a trolley tour and were impressed by
the actors at the Tea Party experience: touristy, but fun. Back
in Mansfield we had a superb Italian meal.
Yesterday we drove south to Providence, state capital of Rhode Island, for breakfast and then
circumnavigated the tiny state, taking in Jamestown and Newport, famous for its jazz and folk
festivals. It was a sunny day and the up market resort was busy, so we continued to New Bedford,
once the centre of the whaling industry, where we toured the whaling museum. It's quite
impressive but manages to glamorise the gory trade. We went to have a good Portuguese meal
locally.
The Doo-wop show, in the Zeiterion Theater, is the 16th such show organised by enthusiast Todd
Baptista, and featured four acts, each performing eight or nine songs. It's a good format which
gives the acts a better chance to show off their repertoire than the Hauppauge shows, where only
three or four are the norm. First up were The Orlons, not really a Doo-wop group perhaps, but
good pop performers, featuring original members Stephen Caldwell and Jean Brickley. They were
excellent on hits such as Not Me, Crossfire, Wah Watusi, Don't Hang Up and South Street and
also included a couple of more obscure numbers - their 1961 debut number (Soldier Boy) I'll Be
There and (Happy Birthday) Mr 21. Next up were The Mystics, from Brooklyn, with a line up
including original lead singer Phil Cracolici and second tenor George Galfo. They harmonised
sweetly on Tonight, Don't Take The Stars, Chapel Of Dreams, All Through The Night and a
dramatic Cara Mia. They did a quick take on Teenager In Love, a song written for them by Pomus
and Shuman but given to label mates Dion and the Belmonts they said, before ending with their
own smash Pomus and Shuman song Hushabye and Zing Went The Strings Of My Heart.
The second half began with the first appearance
in 22 years by members of the Del Vikings
including originals Ritzy Lee, Doug White and
Joe Lopes (now in a wheel chair). The set
included hits such as Whispering Bells, I'm
Spinning, Cool Shake, Sunday Kind Of Love
and, of course, Come Go With Me. There were
also less well known tracks including the very
similar sounding Come Along With Me, Bring
Back Your Heart (featuring soaring tenor by
Terry Jones, one of the newer members), The
Sun and Kiss Me, from their ABC Paramount
era. Superb stuff.
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The final act was the wonderful La La Brooks, still in
great voice and looking fabulous in a shiny silver trouser
suit, who joined The Crystals aged 13 and sang lead on
Then He Kissed Me, Da Doo Ron Ron, Little Boy and I
Wonder, all of which she sang to perfection. Other
numbers included There's No Other Like My Baby,
Uptown and Be My Baby before ending with an exciting
version of Proud Mary, during which she mingled with a
rapturous crowd. Great stuff from a great artist and
overall a really great show. Todd insists on the acts
singing their original material and on them meeting the
fans in the foyer afterwards, all of which contribute to the
success of his shows.
April 20
Despite some cold and wet weather, we were able to fit
some more sightseeing into the New England leg of our
road trip. We had a look at Plymouth, where the Pilgrim
Fathers landed, but it was snowing lightly so we didn't
linger, had a look at Cape Cod and finished off at
Buzzards Bay where I bought some cheap LPs. Next
day the weather was even worse, so we found a sports
bar with the football on and watched a West Ham game,
and on another screen the soaking wet runners in the
Boston Marathon. On our last day we went to Salem,
where the 1692 witch trials resulted in hundreds of locals
being accused. The town is doing nicely out of it with
several museums and witch related shops.
It was good to get to Las Vegas where the weather
was warmer, although I certainly wouldn't
recommend Spirit Airlines, who flew us there, which
is basic and uncomfortable. Makes Ryan Air look
good. This is my fifth Viva Las Vegas and as ever it
is full of people covered in ink and dressed as
though the fifties never ended, many of them
overweight, but some looking drop dead gorgeous.
The first day was pretty quiet with just a handful of
bands appearing, including the Doowop group
Freddy Velas and the Silvertones, who were pretty
good, the Moontones, also quite promising, the rather dull Knockout Kings and Cherry Rat,
featuring a good looking blonde singer. During the day we fitted in a trip to Wax Trax Records,
which has rare vinyl to die for and where Elton John regularly shops, and a visit to an Irish bar,
where brunch was really good and had football on the screens, this time Burnley v Chelsea.
Day two at VLV was busier, but still not great. Highlights included the Starjays from Seattle who
were more than competent, and Chris Casello, former guitarist in Jack Scott's band, who was
funny and also brought on the very lovely Tammi Savoy for a couple of numbers, This Little Girl's
Gone Rocking and Voodoo Voodoo. Local band The Delta Bombers, all black shirts and beards,
proved very popular but to me they were tediously loud and basic, while Robert Gordon sang
covers such as Dreamin' and The Wanderer and came across as little better than a decent pub
singer. Then there were the B Stars, a pleasant enough swing band, Justin Curtis, a Johnny Cash
clone, and the Centurys, a below par rockabilly outfit. So overall a fair day, but not outstanding.
The big names are still to come of course, but the festival is, as ever, packed and looking
promising.
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April 22
Sun Record artists took pride of place at VLV this
weekend, not least Jerry Lee Lewis. Looking relaxed
and in good mood, he played for 50 minutes and his
keyboard playing was as good as ever, even if his voice
is not quite what it was. Beginning with Down The Line,
Jerry was fluent throughout. Numbers included You Win
Again, Drinking Wine, Before The Night Is Over, Trouble
In Mind, Rocking My Life
Away, C C Rider, Sweet
Little 16, Mexacali Rose,
She Even Woke Me Up,
Great Balls Of Fire and
Whole Lotta Shakin'. This was an excellent set by The Killer, the best
I've seen for quite a while, and was enlivened still more by sister
Linda Gail Lewis warming things up with Shake Rattle and Roll and
Rip It Up while Annie Marie sang Hot Rod Girl.
The previous evening's Stars of Sun Rockabilly featured just
about every other former Sun artist still performing. After
Paul Ansell kicked things off with a couple of songs, 84 year
old Rudy Grayzell came to the stage. He was lively enough
but his vocals were indistinct, possibly the fault of the sound
man, on Judy and Jig Da Lee Ga. Rather better was Johnny
Powers, the only man to record for both Sun and Motown,
on Mean Mistreater and With Your Kiss.
Carl Mann, seated, was
excellent
on
Ubangi
Stomp, I'm Coming Home and Mona Lisa and duetted with Miss
Ruby Ann on Baby I Don't Care. Hayden Thompson,
resplendent in a red jacket, came across loud and clear on I
Love My Baby, Rock and Roll Tonight, Whatcha Gonna Do and
I Got the Blues, before being backed by drummer W S Holland
on Ring Of Fire. Jimmy Van Eaton took over the drums for Alton
and Jimmy, who were fun on I Got It Made, I Just Don't Know,
No More Crying The Blues, on which they harmonised well, and
Still Shakin'.
Narvel Felts looked and sounded great on Kiss A Me Baby, Foolish
Thoughts Of You, Lonely River and Did You Tell Me. Finally in this
extended segment there were Sonny Burgess's Pacers (without Sonny
of course) who were adequate on We Wanna Boogie, Ain't Got A
Thing, My Bucket's Got A Hole In It and Red Headed Woman.
Back at the Car Show next day, Duane Eddy overcame sound issues
to put on a good set of his many
twangy hits, including Movin' and
Groovin', The Lonely One, Shazam,
3.30 Blues, Ramrod, a couple of
Fats Domino numbers, (My Blue
Heaven and Blueberry Hill), 40
Miles Of Bad Road, Yep, Peter Gunn and Rebel Rouser. The
Stray Cats attracted an enormous crowd as they kicked off
with Runaway Boys, but at this point I left to go with Noah
Shaffer, Ruth Fitzgerald and Alan Lloyd to an up market
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restaurant called Piero's to see soul man Sonny Charles at a regular gig. Amid the standards he
included his hit Black Pearl and, from his Steve Miller Band connection, The Joker. Also singing
was former movie star Pia Zadora, whose self-deprecating line in humour made up for any
shortcomings vocally. She still looks good too. Other acts I caught
at VLV included Michael Hurtt (a little too country on this occasion),
Lil Mo and the Dynaflos (excellent Doo-wop, and great fun), Big
Sandy and the Flyrite Boys (pretty good), Deke Dickerson (at his
Guitar Geek show he told a great story about how he tracked down
Santo of Santo and Johnny in Long Island) and the excellent
Gizzelle, one of many Wild Records artists performing, who looks
great with her bright red hair and tattoos, and sings well too. One
more day to go of what has been an excellent festival so far.
April 24
Our final full day in Las Vegas started rather late, as we
were unavoidably detained in the bar of the Gold Coast
Hotel until 4am (thank you John!). When we eventually
surfaced next morning we made our now annual trip to Red
Rock Canyon for the obligatory photo shot, followed by
lunch at Bonnie Springs. The final evening at Viva Las
Vegas wasn't quite vintage, but it was pretty good. The first
band we saw was the Kabooms, a rockabilly band from
Spain, who were very professional but a bit formulaic I
thought (although my comrades loved them). On the main
stage, keyboard player/guitarist Rip Masters played to a thin
crowd and had a varied set including Long Gone Girl and a boogie woogie version of Swanee
River. It didn't really come to life until he was joined on stage
by Rollin' Rock rockabilly singer Ray Campi, who he has
recorded with in the past, who performed one number with
Rip. No such problem for Essex's own Jackson Sloan, who
went down a storm with the crowd on a set comprising
mostly original numbers. He's got a live wire act and really
gets the audience going. Watch out for him at a Tales From
The Woods show in London soon.
The real highlight of the night was the Stars of Rock and Roll
segment with four acts dating back to the fifties. First up was
a return visit by Doo-wop group Norman Fox and the Rob
Roys. Norman's voice was a little shaky at times but the Rob
Roys, looking like three identical bespectacled grey haired bank managers, were excellent.
Numbers included Won't You Be My Lover Doll, Dream Girl, Pizza Pie and their biggest hit Tell Me
Why. The next act, Mike Waggoner, appeared at the Ponderosa Stomp in 2015, but I had
completely forgotten about him until Dave Thomas pointed out that I had put a photo of him on
The Vinyl Word. Based on his set, my memory lapse is forgivable. His numbers, which included
Good Rocking Tonight, Say Mama and his one original hit Baby Baby were OK, but forgettable. Of
much more interest were the next act, the El Dorados, which included original member Jewel
Jones. Very much in harmony, their set included I'll Be Forever Loving You and an extended
version of their great hit At My Front Door. The final act was the wild man and frequent visitor to
the UK Roddy Jackson. Equally at home on the keyboards and saxophone, Roddy attacks every
song in his animated and expressive way and came across strongly on his novelty songs Moose
On The Loose and Hiccups, the slower Consider (the title track of a forthcoming CD), Baby Don’t
Do Me This Way and I've Got My Sights Set On Someone New. That was it for another year so far
as I was concerned. In the past, greats like Lloyd Price and Dion have made it an unmissable
event, and this year it was Jerry Lee Lewis. But can they conjure up someone of similar status
next year? I doubt it.
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After Las Vegas we've started our California road trip with a 563 mile drive to Sacramento, where
we enjoyed a very good and inexpensive meal of soft shell crab.
April 27
Our California road trip continues. After breakfast at Pancake Circus, where the pancakes have a
clown's face made of cherries, cream and pineapple, we toured Sacramento for a couple of hours.
It's an attractive city, with the State Capitol at its centre, tree lined streets reminiscent of the New
Orleans Garden District and European style trams. As we were leaving we noticed that the Robert
Cray Band was playing that night at the Crest Theater so we
decided to stay another day. Robert Cray was superb,
playing many of his songs of (mostly) lost love, including Ain't
Got You, I'll Always Remember You, Where Do I Go From
Here, If You Don't Want My Love, You Had My Heart, Your
Good Thing Is About To End and Strong Persuader. There
were a couple of more rock orientated songs towards the end
which I wasn't so keen on, but it was melodic and mellow and
very enjoyable. He looks no different than when I first saw him
30 odd years ago and sounds the same too.
Next day we drive south to El Cerrito, near Berkeley, and had a look around Down Home
Records, which used to be the home of Arhoolie. There was quite a good selection and we all
bought something and we then went to a nearby coffee shop to meet up with Frank Scott, who
Gordon knew in London many years ago but whom he hadn't seen for 30 years. He used to run
Down Home Music and still sells records by mail order as Roots and Rhythm. An interesting guy
with many tales to tell. Afterwards we went on a fruitless search for a hotel in Oakland, which
involved driving around derelict areas for quite some time to no avail. We gave up eventually and
went back to Berkeley to stay at a rather expensive, but very pleasant hotel on University Avenue.
After a mediocre Mexican meal on 4th Street, Alan and I went to see Los Lonely Boys at a place
called Freight and Salvage. We arrived late and got in half price, which was just as well.
Described as Americana, they were much more of a heavy rock band with repetitive and fairly
tuneless numbers, so we left before the end.
Driving south again next day we stopped off at Salinas, home town of John Steinbeck, and had
coffee and brownies at his family house, now a genteel restaurant staffed by several elderly lady
volunteers. From there we went to Shandon where James Dean crashed his car and died. There's
a marker there and a James Dean themed restaurant and bar, the Jack Ranch Cafe and Hearst
Winery. They specialise in locally produced cider, Perry and jerkum, a new one on me, which is
made from fermented plums, nectarines and such like. We are staying the night at San Luis
Obispo, a pleasant place where I stopped over on a previous trip. Tomorrow we are off to LA.
May 1
San Luis Obispo turned out to be quite a lively place on
Thursday evenings. There's a farmer’s market with street
food, entertainers and displays as well as the usual fruit and
veg. Next day we set off for LA via Santa Barbara and
checked in at the Rodeway in Culver City. The evening meal
of herring at the Gravlax was followed by some beer at the
hotel. Friday was a quiet day. Breakfast in Venice Beach was
worked off by a walk along the sea front to Muscle Beach.
Lots of people on motorised scooters and Segways and
sunny but chilly by LA standards. I bought a few 45s at
Record Surplus and Amoeba and in the evening had
shepherd’s pie at the Olde Kings Head pub in Santa Monica.
John, Alan and I completed last year's Route 66 road trip by
checking out the sign marking the end of the route on Santa
Monica pier.
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Next day we had a look at the pretty canals after
which Venice Beach is named and then enjoyed a
real treat. Big Jay McNeely was celebrating his 91st
birthday with a show at Joe's American Bar and Grill
in Burbank. Jay had to be lifted onto the stage, but
once there he showed that vocally he is still in great
shape and that his sax playing remains of the
highest calibre. What's more, he seemed relaxed
and happy with life, smiling constantly. He was funny
and his audience rapport was brilliant. Backed by the
Rob Stone Band, comprising Steve Mugallion on
drums, Brad Hayman on stand-up bass, Bill Bates
on guitar, Steve F'Dor on keyboards and Jim Holt
and Al Rappaport on extra saxes, Jay began with some jump blues with All That Wine Has Gone.
It was hard to believe that Jay has been playing sax for 75 years and first recorded on 1949 as he
moved on to Big Fat Mama and Flip Flop and Fly, followed by his big hit There Is Something On
Your Mind. Pretty Girls Everywhere followed, along with Get Up We're Gonna Boogie and a little
bit of I Can't Stop Loving You, which suddenly changed into You Don't Miss Your Water Until The
Well Runs Dry. Next it was pure blues with Sad Sad World before Jay finished off the first set with
a funky Party. His second set featured more of the same with Let The Good Times Roll, a blues,
Times Getting Tougher Than Tough, sung by
Rob Stone, the instrumental After Hours, the
funky Everybody Needs Somebody, blues with
Just a Country Boy and the New Orleans
flavoured Zydeco Soul, before finishing with
Party once again. Throughout his two sets Jay,
dressed in a red jacket and hat, smiled and
winked and was clearly enjoying himself. What a
treat to see a living legend still sounding so good.
Definitely a show to remember.
After Jay we intended to go to the Pure Pleasure Blues club, but Jay's was an afternoon show so
we were a little too early. We went instead to the much more sophisticated La Louisianne where
we very much enjoyed the smooth soul singing of songstress J P Miles, a Houston singer now
based on the West Coast. There were a few numbers too from a good soul man named Jay
Jackson, plus a rather less good song from a Michael Jackson wannabe called, I think, Scorpio,
and the club's owner, who really shouldn't have been allowed on a stage. A good night though,
after a fantastic afternoon with Jay.
Our final night in LA was again spent at La
Louisianne, where veteran soul blues man Sonny
Green put on a brilliant show backed by Lester
Lands and his band. Sonny is a real showman and
some of the ladies in the club got quite excited.
Wearing a glittery jacket, his set included That's The
Way Love Is, Last Two Dollars, Drown In My Own
Tears, Love and Happiness, Bobby Bland's
Members Only, and Down Home Blues, all
performed with great panache and soulful styling.
Lester contributed good versions of Don't Let The
Green Grass Fool You, I'll Take You There, Bright
Lights Big City and a medley of Sam Cooke
numbers. An all-round great night and a super way to finish off the trip after nearly three weeks.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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Recently, John Spencely, that fine guitarist and leader of the incredible Tales From The Woods
band, emailed Ken Major about a CD I had ‘recommended’, ‘Mad Dogs and Oakies’ by James
Oldaker and others (mentioned in my piece in TFTW issue 100 and 101) which he picked up
because it was the ‘Tulsa Sound’, which he liked, and had a track by J.J.Cale. He went on to write
about another Tulsa sound CD called ‘Get Ya Head Right’ by Jimmy Markham which, he said
probably included Rocking Jimmy Byfield (two of my favourite LPs). He hadn’t bought it yet
because it was, he said, a bit pricey.
I should say so! Like John, I am always interested in the ‘Tulsa Sound’ so I looked it up on
Amazon and found, with postage they wanted over £19 for it. Luckily for me it was out of stock!
I am finding, thanks probably to downloads and general lack of
interest in holding something tangible associated with a music
collection, the price of CDs is starting to soar. We were always
‘promised’ that the prices of CDs would come down when they first
came out and be, in some cases, half the price of LPs. My earliest
CDs in 1986/87 were £10.99 and £11.99. This lower price never
happened but oldies (usually compilations) were cheaper at first.
I recently bought Eric Bibb’s ‘Migration Blues’ which weighed in at
£12.78, Kim Wilson’s ‘Blues and Boogie Vol.1’ for £13.55 and the
latest by the Subdudes (‘4 on the Floor’, an import) £15.96, and not
as good as I’d hoped!
Not counting box sets I have paid recently £21.50 for 15 dollar American imports not available in
this country (and they were very good).
My Amazon wants list contains ‘old’ (reissues and best of’s) CDs priced,
at the moment at £16.88, £14.86, £17.23 and a staggering £54.22 for
the compilation CD of ‘Road To Austin’ which isn’t quite a box set but
does contain a DVD which I don’t really want.
I understand that I don’t buy chart or popular CDs that you can find in
Tesco because my taste in music is of the rarer kind but do these artists
go into the studio, knowing they are a minority market, and their CDs
(cheap little circular bits of plastic in a breakable container) will sell at a
prohibitive price. I do hope not.

Radio:

After more than 32 years on Radio 2, Paul Jones has retired from his weekly Blues
programme. He intends to spend more time ‘on the road’ with ‘The Manfreds’, ‘The Blues Band’
and his duo with Dave Kelly (guitar). His hour on radio has been a must-listen-to programme for
me for most of that time. It had a fairly balanced output of old and contemporary Blues with
occasional and interesting guests who Paul interviewed and accompanied on fine harmonica. I,
personally, have lost a bit of faith with the very old recordings but found the contemporary artists
interesting enough to invest in a CD or three! He was replaced for a couple of weeks by Huey
Morgan, the gruff voiced American front man of ‘Fun Loving Criminals’ the hip hop/rock band. I
found his shows a bore, presenting all the old hackneyed Blues tracks in an unprofessional
(American) manner and no contemporary stuff at all.
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Taking over this slot is Cerys Matthews, a singer and member of the
group Catatonia. She has been presenting the most listened-to program
on Radio 6 on Sunday mornings. I have been listening to that and find it
an interesting mix of mostly unusual pop music presented in an intelligent,
knowledgeable way in her naturally sexy welsh voice. She says the
opportunity to present some of her favourite artists and music styles on
Radio 2 is a great honour and she will be playing from her own collection
of 1000s of Blues records.
Paul Jones’ last program had the wonderful Eric Bibb playing, live, tunes
from his recent ‘Migration Blues’ album. Cerys’ first guest was Ry Cooder

Television: I don’t watch much TV these days as I like writing, listening to my music, gardening,
eating out, and going down the pub with my mates. At the moment, I have had some medical
issues so have been seeing specialists, having scans and even had a couple of operations so I
have found myself in front of the box searching for something I just might like.
While fiddling I went to Sky Arts via Catch-up TV > Sky Arts > All and found an alphabetical list of
Arts items which included items on Rock‘n’Rollers like Fats Domino and whole series’ called
Classic Artists and also Classic Albums and dozens of other programmes to tickle the interests of
a Roots Music Fan.
I opted for two Blues based programmes, ‘Life of Riley’ a documentary on Riley B.King (B.B.King)
and ‘Monochrome: Black, White & Blue’ a programme about many American Blues artists and
both shows were absorbing. I am sure there is something there for you.

Blues Festivals: A couple of headliners have been announced for the London ‘Blues Fest 2018’
in late October. The Friday list includes Robert Plant and the Sensational Space Shifters, Van
Morrison and Colin Macleod but the Thursday show contains the Steve Miller band and John
Fogerty headlining. If you don’t see another gig this year try to get down to see John Fogerty, who
was the voice, guitar and sound of Creedence Clearwater Revival and he usually puts on a
cracking Rock‘n’Roll show (I’ve seen him a few times) featuring all the old hits. The Saturday and
Sunday artists are still to be announced. The only downside is that it is being held in that old
aircraft hangar, the O2, which I’ve said I will never enter again!

The Form UK Blues Awards 2018: These British Blues awards were held in the magnificent
Southern Pavilion in Worthing in May and the winners were (bloody annoying, long, long pause):
…
Male Blues Vocalist – Ian Siegal
Female Blues Artist – Rebecca Downes
Blues Band – King King
Acoustic Blues Act – Ian Siegal
Young Blues Artist – Toby Lee
Blues Based Festival – Upton Blues Festival
UK Blues Based Broadcaster – Paul Jones
Blues Album of the Year – Exile & Grace – King King
Blues Songwriter – Allan Nimmo/King King
Blues Club/Venue – Edinburgh Blues Club
Blues Personality – Peter Green
UK Lifetime contribution to the Blues – Eric Clapton
UK Innovation in the Blues – Rag ‘N’ Bone Man
Blues Act – England – Catfish
Blues Act – Northern Ireland – Kaz Hawkins
Blues Act – Scotland – Stevie Nimmo
Blues Act – Wales – Luke Doherty
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You, probably like me, haven’t heard many of these
bands but they can all be seen on YouTube.
Frankly I wouldn’t have voted for any of them
except Paul Jones and probably Rebecca Downes
of the five shortlisted in each category.
Good British Blues artists (like the old British
Rock‘n’Rollers) are thin on the ground and there is
a lot of ‘padding’ here and also loud Blues/rock. I
was bought the Exile & Grace album and found it
rather ordinary.
My favourite British Blues artist still remains Cherry
Lee Mewis with her long time guitarist and
collaborator, Max Milligan. They have a 10 track EP
(actually seven tracks with three bonus live tracks
recorded in Nashville) entitled ‘Voyager’ which, as
the girl extends her skills, isn’t all Blues and
certainly isn’t at all bad.

What was my last CD?

’Don Flemons presents
Black Cowboys’. This is an unusual CD for me to buy
and actually, I didn’t. My step-son heard a track
somewhere, guessed I’d like it and tracked it down.
Was it Texas country songs? No it certainly was not. It
was the story of the Old Wild West told in African
American songs played and sung by modern Blues
musicians including Dom Flemons.
Flemons is a highly respected historian, music scholar
and record collector and is well known in the USA as
‘the American Songster’ because of his involvement in
American Musical History.
These songs go from the era of early black cowboys
to railroad songs and are played mostly in the style of
Leadbelly and Big Bill Broonzy who I like most from
the original Blues artists. My step-son is the only one
of my kids who would risk an actual CD rather than an Amazon voucher. He was spot on with this.

What’s on my iPod? ‘There’s a Blue Ridge Round
My Heart Virginia’ from ‘Just about as good as it
gets – Skiffle Vol.3’ by The Betty Smith Skiffle
Group (The Betty Smith Quintet).
I think this is on my iPod at least three times as it is
my all-time favourite Skiffle track and would be No.1
on any Skiffle list I drew up. It has a great Skiffle
guitar rhythm, Betty is in good voice, is a good
choice of old song and the guitar solo and ending
are the best acoustic solos on any in my collection
and it’s 60 years old! It’s a solo which I merrily sing
along to in my car and there’s not many I do that to.
Absolutely love it!
Dave Parker
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It was with deep sadness I heard of Stuart’s passing, one of
Rock’n’Roll’s all-time great supporters; he was there all through my
renaissance back into roots music and he will be a big loss to
everybody involved in the music business. It was Stuart who
introduced me to the “Now Dig This” music magazine through his
radio show and subsequently contacting Ken Major via the mail
page regarding his USA trip. Darren Vidler also used the same
introduction. Had it not been for this I would never have met so
many dedicated music fans, seen living legends perform, make
many trips to New Orleans and meet Keith Woods! (Every silver
lining has a cloud - H)
I probably first saw Stuart performing with Pinkerton’s Assorted
Colours back in the late sixties at the Sundowner’s Club in
Martyn with Stuart 1996
Eastbourne but of course I was unaware at the time. My first
introduction to the man was the BBC radio 1 weekly Rock’n’Roll show in 1976 following his
famous march to Broadcasting House along with Geoff Barker. One of the greatest radio
programmes of all times followed in the form of Radio London’s “Echoes”; this was for me
essential listening for 10 years up to 1988. He introduced so many people, played tracks I had
never heard before and week after week served up fantastic interviews, and it was a sad day
when the show finished. He moved to Capital but it was never quite the same; the show’s content
seemed somewhat restricted and the adverts did not help. I had great difficulty getting reception
on the Sussex coast as his show was on AM only. In 1987 he was musical director for the superb
Central TV “Love Me Tender: A Tribute to Elvis Presley” where he included artists to appeal to all
music tastes including two of his personal favourites, Plas Johnson and Duane Eddy.
Unfortunately the programme was marred by poor sound; nicam stereo was available then but not
used. I have since transferred my VHS recording to DVD, perhaps not the best copy but is still
excellent viewing.
Eating out in Nashville 1996

My first meeting with Stuart was in
the US when he kindly showed Ken
Major’s touring party around
Nashville; accompanied by his son
he took us to places we would
never have seen and gave us a
memorable day out. I was able to
have lengthy conversations with him
about his music and career; he was
so easy to get along with, a day I
have never forgotten. The tour
finished with a meal in the Hard
Rock Café, Stuart’s son finishing
with an enormous ice cream.
Some years later I saw him playing bass behind Shakin Stevens and Linda Gail Lewis at the
White Rock Theatre, Hastings. The last time we met up was a few years later in 2004 at a Jerry
Lee Lewis concert in Newcastle.
His contributions to NDT and other magazines have been immense; his historical knowledge of
the music industry in his writings with such great detail about recording sessions and musicians
will be a loss to all of us interested in roots music.
Stuart you will be missed but never, never forgotten.
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
YVONNE STAPLES was the second sister of the Staple
Singers family. She replaced brother Pervis in the family
gospel/soul group, when he was called up to serve Uncle
Sam.
She remained a long time member of the Staple Singers,
who enjoyed a run of funky gospel influenced hits in the
seventies, including major sellers, 'I'll Take You There' and
'If You’re Ready (Come Go With Me)'. In the eighties major
commercial success deserted the Staples, but they
continued to record and tour, achieving a few minor hits.
Yvonne had no desire to be a front singer, and along with
younger sister Cleotha spent years singing background
vocals, including for sister Mavis.
She was born 11th October 1937 and died 10th April 2018.
In the early seventies Mavis embarked on a fairly successful solo career.
Pop Staples died in 2000.
RONALD DUNBAR was a record executive, producer and songwriter.
He began working with Berry Gordy, soon after he founded Motown
Records in 1959. He worked closely with production and song writing
team Lamont Dozier and the Holland brothers Brian and Eddie at
Motown.
Holland-Dozier-Holland set up the Invictus label in 1969. Dunbar followed
them to Invictus achieving more recognition than he had at Motown. He
worked with artists as an executive and co-writer of some of the label’s
biggest hits, including 'Give Me Just A Little More Time' and 'Band Of
Gold'.
He co-wrote, in 1971, along with General Johnson, the Grammy award winning, 'Patches' which
was a smash for Clarence Carter.
After the demise of Invictus, Dunbar hooked up with George Clinton's funk aggregation expansive
roster of funk musicians, as an artist and repertoire director. During this period he co-wrote two of
Parliament's biggest psychoalphadiscobetabioaquadoloop ditties, 'Never Buy Texas From A
Cowboy' and 'Agony of DeFeet'. The whole set up was far out of this world, but awe-inspiring. PFunk will live on.
He died 3rd April 2018 at the age of 78.
CHARLES NEVILLE was the sax player in the New
Orleans family Grammy winning group the Neville
Brothers.
The saxophonist’s career began in the fifties, when
he backed artists such as Larry Williams, Johnny
Ace, Jimmy Reed and B B King, to name a few. Later
in New York he became involved in modern jazz, and
also toured with Jonnie Taylor, and O. V. Wright.
In 1966 Brother Aaron had a number one with 'Tell It
Like It Is'.
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Charles returned to New Orleans in 1976, and the Neville Brothers were formed. They formulated
an infectious New Orleans blend of R&B, Jazz, Gospel and Funk, all earthed with Mardi Gras
heritage. They recorded more than a dozen albums, the brilliant 1989 YELLOW MOON being their
most successful.
He was born 28th December 1938 and died 26th April 2018.
LARRY McARTHUR was the founder member and lead singer of the soul vocal group The
Controllers. The Controllers I can count as one of my favourite all time soul groups. Full deserving
obit next issue.
Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

In a deck of rockabilly cards, we had four queens:
Wanda Jackson, Janis Martin, Brenda Lee and Laura
Lee Perkins. Janis was the first to go and on April 6,
2018, Laura Lee Perkins went to meet her. So if you like,
let me tell you something about the little kitty who stood
just five feet five but who could rock like a storm.
Alice Faye Perkins was born on 20 July 1939 in
Killarney, West Virginia, a little place not far from
Charleston. She was the only child of Chester and Hazel
(Noe) Perkins. Her father was a coal miner and both
parents played music. An only child, she taught herself
to play guitar and piano. Around fourteen years old, she
would arrive early at her local church services to play
boogie woogie on the church piano until the people
started to show up. One day, a female neighbour who
was moving house offered to give Alice a piano, on the
condition that she could arrange to have it moved from
one house to the other. With a bunch of local men, the
piano relocation was quickly done.
At Stoco High School, Alice also learnt to play the trumpet. After she graduated in 1957 she left
her ’49 Chevy and simply “Greyhounded” (with thirty six dollars in her pocket and her belongings
in a cardboard box), heading for Cleveland, Ohio, on the eve of her eighteenth birthday. Scared to
death by the town’s big buildings, she took another bus and settled in the smaller town of Elyria.
Here she found work as a waitress in a little restaurant living the usual life of a young teenage
cutie.
One day, cruising with friends, they stopped at the local WEOL radio station and she found a
piano to pump like her idol Jerry Lee Lewis. As the DJ, Jeff Baxter, was on the air, she played
“Mean Woman Blues” on the 88 keys, just for fun. The good ears of Jeff Baxter were caught by
her sound and soon cut some demos at the radio station. The songs were “No One Will Ever
Know” (Hank Williams), “Remember Me (I am the one who loves you)” (Stuart Hamblen), “Hound
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Dog” and “My Babe”. Her renditions of those classic rockin’ songs are simply stunning. On these
demos, Laura Lee dubbed herself on piano, drums and harmony vocal on a multi-track recorder.
Jeff Baxter played those demos over the phone to Bill Randle, the famous DJ, who asked to meet
Alice, in Cleveland, at the Audio Recording Studio to give her an audition. Here she recorded with
an unknown band “Oh La Baby” and “Don’t Wait Up”, both written by herself but with credit shared
with Jeff Baxter. Those Audiodisc demos were sent to various labels and Sam Phillips (Sun
records) and Lew Chudd (Imperial records) showed interest in her work. With the agreement of
her parents, she chose to join the Imperial label. Why? Because she had never been to California
before and was a great fan of Ricky Nelson.
Lew Chudd changed her name to Laura Lee Perkins in order to make her “The female Jerry Lee
Lewis” (just as RCA tried to do in 1956 when they billed Janis Martin as “The female Elvis”). On a
Billboard advert from January ‘58, she was wrongly named “Allie Mae”.
A first session was set up in Hollywood in January 1958 but, being underage, she had to go back
to Killarney, in early January, to arrange legal papers. She made her first plane trip with Capital
airlines, on January 8, with Jeff Baxter and his wife now acting as her legal guardians. While in the
air, the pilots invited her to take the control of the plane for a while.
While in California, she met Ricky Nelson and spent an afternoon with him. Oh, what a dream
come true for her! She met Ozzie and Harriet on the set of their TV show and played “Mean
Woman Blues” to Ricky, just for fun. She even upset him a little by asking for twenty autographed
pictures to take home for her friends. She stayed, at Imperial’s expense, at The Knickerbocker
Hotel in Hollywood for about a week.
Imperial provided her with some demos like “Kiss Me Baby” and
“Come On Baby”, written by Johnny Burnette, in order to help her
complete her own compositions “Don’t Wait Up” and “Oh La Baby”.
The two recording sessions were produced by Jimmie Haskell and
Alice was backed by Joe Maphis on guitar and Ritchie Frost on
drums. On some recordings she left the 88 keys to Jimmy Haskell,
while on others like “Come On Baby” she played the keys by herself.
The AFM session files must have been doctored as often happened.
The first coupling was “I Just Don’t Like This Kind Of Livin”, a Hank
Williams song, and “Kiss Me Baby” (Imperial X 5493). The intro of
“Kiss Me Baby” sounds exactly the same as that on Ricky’s “Waitin’
In School” which was recorded a few weeks before (Imperial X
5483). That first record was reviewed in Billboard on 24 February
1958 and was described as an “exuberant rendition of rockabilly
blues”. Both tunes on that first record are great rockabilly songs with strong vocals, and strangely
did not include any piano.
A few weeks later, Imperial came out with a second single, “Don’t Wait Up”/”Oh La Baby”, which
had a more New Orleans feel, including saxophone. For a long time that difference of sound led
collectors to think there was more than one recording session in Hollywood. No way… there was
only one set in three days in January 1958 and for that single overdubs were added to the
Cleveland demos to explore a more R&B sound.
Two other songs stayed in the vaults until they were issued in 1982 on Bob Jones’s UK Detour
label “Come On Baby”/”Gonna Rock My Baby Tonight”. Laura Lee hated the song "Come On
Baby". During the recording of the song, she was singing from the music sheet and playing the
piano at the same time. She didn't even get a chance to learn the words to the song and they only
did one take.
Her contract was for four records and another session should have been scheduled for May 1958.
Unfortunately, she never went back to California to cut more tracks. Even if any of her records
broke off on those payola days, a USO entertainment tour overseas was set for late 1958. That
project failed too.
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She played regularly at record hops arranged by disc jockeys along with Paul Anka, The Everly
Brothers, Connie Francis and Frankie Avalon. She also played private parties or birthday
celebrations. Billed as “the shakin’, shimmyin’, rockinest, rollinest gal that ever picked a guitar”,
she could really put on a show and cook those crowds.
Late in 1958, she moved to Detroit, Michigan, making her home with an uncle and aunt. She
played in New York, Chicago, Toledo, Detroit and Buffalo and worked on the road as far as
Canada where being underage was not a problem (in Michigan, you had to be 21 years old to play
in supper clubs). She also appeared with Frank Sinatra and Bobby Darin in New York.
In 1960, she joined Tony Thomas and The Tartans, a Detroit group, doing some Louis Armstrong
imitations, complete with trumpet, or singing classics like “Kansas City” under the name of Laura
Lee. She could also act as a comedienne and do some very nice routines. They played in
Colorado, New Mexico and Nevada sometimes with Ella Fitzgerald and The Ink Spots.
A rare LP numbered 6101 of her and the band was cut live in 1961 in Albuquerque. On that piece
of wax she sings a great version of “Mountain Dew” but also "You Don't Know" and "I Enjoy Being
a Girl". A video of her on stage with that band still survives. The band went on to play in Nevada.
After her marriage on June 9, 1963 to tool salesman Neal Kitts, and the birth of her first son
James in 1965, she chose to end her professional work as entertainer. Two other sons, Charles
and Nick, followed.
From then on she took care of her family, hung up her rockin’ shoes and helped with the family
business “Kitts Industrial Tools”. However, in the ‘80s she wrote and sang jingles for radio and
television for Kitts Tools, Cessna Pilot Center or Blackwell Ford. She also recorded a single about
John DeLorean's famous DMC12 sport car.
In the late ‘70s, her inclusion on the Imperial
Rockabillies LP issued in Europe by United Artists
made her a legend. But while European fans had the
good fortune to see performances by Wanda Jackson,
Janis Martin or Barbara Pittman in the early ‘80s, there
was nothing about Laura Lee until recognition came in
2003 with Laura Lee’s nomination into the International
Rockabilly Hall of Fame
In 2005 she was back in the studio recording a new CD
titled I’m Back! And Here We Go!, which was
subsequently released in May 2006. That self-produced
CD offers six brand new recordings plus all her best
vintage recordings, and she proves to us, girls and
guys, that we are never too old to rock! She was invited
to perform in France but being unable to withstand a
long intercontinental flight, she had to turn down the offer.
A planned performance at the 2006 Green Bay festival failed to materialise and we had to wait
until the Viva Las Vegas festival of April 2008 to see her back on stage. Laura Lee took the stage
by storm, straight after Ray Campi, and she belted out raucous versions of “Don’t Wait Up”, “Kiss
Me Baby”, “I Just Don’t Like This Kind Of Livin’”, “Oh La Baby” and “Gonna Rock My Baby
Tonight”. Each rendition of these classics could challenge the original cut. She really drove the
crowd wild with the help of some top class musicians. She only played that one show stating
"Once you've done it, you've done it".
I will never regret the thirty years I had to wait to see her on stage and the 5000 miles I had to
travel. Like her song says, “Don’t Wait Up” – go out, buy her records and remember her.
Dominique “Imperial” Anglares
April 24, 2018
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Sun Records, The Concert
Snow surrounded the theatre but inside it was nearly 100 per
cent Sun. This was the world debut of a new jukebox musical
entitled Sun Records The Concert, sub-titled Where
Rock'n'Roll was Born.
Eight talented musicians and singers took to the stage at the
Cliffs Pavilion in Westcliff on Sea in front of a 1500 sold out
crowd most of whom were dancing in the aisles by the end of
the show.
But it nearly didn't happen. A host of shows at the venue were
cancelled in the preceding week as the Beast from the East
storm dumped several feet of snow on Essex. A thaw had
started, but even as the road crew was setting up on the
Saturday morning, there was no guarantee that theatre
management would not pull the plug on it if ice and snow
threatened the safety of patrons.
Thankfully, they did not, which must have been a major relief
for the man behind the show, promoter and entrepreneur
Peter Tobit, who had been rehearsing the show for months,
and had been working on the concept for years. It was much
to his credit that the concept not only worked, it also fired the
imagination of the mainly mature audience who snapped up
tickets so fast that the show was sold out weeks before it was due to take place.
The show was officially endorsed by The Sun Entertainment Corporation, whose President John
A. Singleton underlined his backing with a filmed message which ended “Long Live Rock'n'Roll”
on a big screen centre stage.
There were six main singers, representing Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins, Roy Orbison,
Jerry Lee Lewis, plus diminutive Spaniard Remi Bankyln who was everybody from Rufus Thomas
to Howling Wolf, from Jackie Brenston to Johnny Bragg of the Prisonaires, all of whom made their
start at the Memphis, Tennessee label that gives the show its title.
Elvis Presley was the biggest star to record at 706 Union Avenue, and Michael Glaysher, looked,
sounded and acted the part to rubber-legged perfection.
A stentorian off-stage voice gave a capsule history of the label before Michael took the stage with
just an acoustic guitar to re-create the first recording Elvis made fully a year before producer and
label owner Sam Phillips signed him.
This was the standard My Happiness which Elvis recorded as a birthday present for his mother
Gladys, and both Elvis' version and Michael's reading of it, made the hairs on the back of my neck
stand up.
Only staunch Elvis fans would realise why that untypical song was included and when this
production goes on its nationwide, and possibly international, tour, the producers might consider a
narration to put the songs and artists in context.
For the first half of the show, the cast were in casual clothes, Remi in his bib and brace overalls
looking like he'd just come off the cotton fields, which BB King might well have done. Cue a
snippet of Every Day I Have the Blues.
Billy Collins-Nuttall also looked the part of Johnny Cash, with his jet black hair and an acoustic
guitar round his neck, taking the audience back to the start of Johnny's recording career with Get
Rhythm and Cry Cry. Later, in the second half, he included Johnny's Ring of Fire, one of his
biggest sellers, but certainly not on Sun.
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Cash was prolific on Sun, so there is little reason to step outside the accurate time frame. Billy is a
fine performer, but perhaps an octave higher than JR. Nitpicking, I know, considering how well he
went down with the audience.
Cody Lee, playing the part of Jerry Lee Lewis and on the piano throughout, looked about 18 which
is older than Jerry Lee himself when he started his recording career and all the favourites from
Whole Lotta Shaking Goin' On to Great Balls of Fire were vocally accurate even if his keyboard
skills were somewhat less flamboyant than the master.

Gavin Stanley, representing Carl Perkins, also proved a solid performer with Honey Don't and
Matchbox as stand-outs while Gerry Slattery's Roy Orbison looked much like the Big O when he
came to Sun, prior to the dyed black hair and sunglasses that defined his image later. Ooby
Dooby remains a classic rockabilly offering and Gerry nailed it.
Perhaps the highlight of the first half came with the near a capella version of Just Walking in the
Rain, with Remi Bankyln fronting the rest of the performers on background vocals for a stunning
version of an original written and performed at Sun by Johnny Bragg as the lead singer for The
Prisonaires. It was Johnnie Ray who covered it and had the hit and Johnny Bragg went back to
prison.
It was also historically correct to include Jackie Brenston's Rocket 88, claimed by some to be the
first Rock’n’Roll record. Producer and talent scout for Sam Phillips, Ike Turner brought his own
band The Rhythm Kings to Union Avenue to cut the track in 1951, a year before Sun label was
founded, and it was leased to Chess label in Chicago.
Remi did a great job on the vocal but for some reason the otherwise excellent lead guitarist
decided against the distortion which is a trademark on the record.
There was a brilliant false start on the first half closer Blue Suede Shoes, recorded both by Elvis
and Carl, but they never sang it together on stage. Michael and Gavin made up for that by sharing
vocals.
The second part of the show had the cast in their best duds, Michael's Elvis in particular looking
great in a vivid red jacket, black shirt and white tie. Among many highlights was a rousing take on
Billy Lee Riley's Flying Saucers Rock'n'Roll, with Gavin handling the vocals.
But it was the final number that brought the house down, and the punters out of their seats,
dancing. Good Rocking Tonight? You'd better believe it.
John Howard
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My mother moved into her sheltered accommodation flat in 2001. At first she kept seeing a
woman, I'm not sure if when awake or only in dreams. One day the kitchen taps were left on and
the sink overflowed and damaged the flat below. My mother had to pay for the damage, but
insisted she had not left the taps on.
One day my mother sat down and talked to the ghost woman, saying this was now her flat, the
woman was dead and should move towards the Light. My mother was never bothered by this
apparition again.
Some years later a carer called at my mother's flat, not her usual one. This woman said she had
been a carer for the previous occupant of the flat. My mother told her about seeing that woman in
her flat, and described her and what she was wearing. The carer confirmed it sounded like an
accurate description of the previous tenant and how she dressed. Then the carer added the
clincher: the woman was always turning taps on and leaving them running!
Two of our pet cats have made their presence known since passing away.
Dixie's little trick while on Earth was to sit on top of the wardrobe where he
got a good view out of the window, then when he got fed up with that he
would jump down on to our bed. He was quite a big cat, and it was no joke
having him land on you in the middle of the night, waking you up. After
Dixie passed away my partner several times said he felt Dixie land on him
from the top of the wardrobe. I thought he might be dreaming or imagining
it, but he wasn't always asleep when this happened. Then I felt the same
thing while still awake - something heavy landed on my leg. Having made
his presence known to both of us, Dixie moved on.
Tibby, the last pet I had, used to open a cupboard door and sit on my tee-shirts, so I ended up
placing a coffee table against the cupboard door so she couldn't get in. After she passed away at
the ripe old age of 22, I took the coffee table away from the cupboard. On two occasions since the
cupboard door has opened. It is not loose and cannot open of its own accord, and nobody else
was in the flat, my partner having passed away by then. I had certainly not been anywhere near
the cupboard.
Our friend Brian was visiting after my partner passed away. The last thing you would expect Brian
to do was any kind of housework, yet while I was out he decided to do some washing up.
Suddenly he heard my partner's voice asking in a surprised voice what he was doing. Without
thinking Brian answered 'washing up', then looked over his shoulder to see a fleeting shadow.
Not spooky at all, but very comforting, are the many ways my partner and my mother have shown
they are still around. My partner told me telepathically where some negatives were hidden which a
friend had given him. I didn't know he'd ever been given the negatives till a friend told me after my
partner died. I got the message in my head that they were on the top shelf of the larder, which
seemed ridiculous. All our negatives were kept in a cardboard box in a storeroom, but I'd looked
thru these to no avail. I climbed on a chair to the top shelf of the larder and there they were; the
two negatives I'd been looking for in an envelope on the top shelf.
A video of my mother singing about her mother taking her home from an institution has
spontaneously appeared twice on my computer, yet it is impossible to access this file without
going into the relevant camera app and files then clicking on the video. My mother was in a
Nursing Home the last few months of her life, so the message of this particular video was relevant:
the spirit of her mother had come to collect her and take her home to the Spirit world.
There are many other instances I could recount, such as my partner answering questions I'd
asked him the very next day, one being where those negatives were. The most remarkable
occasion was when I asked if I should stop writing him posthumous letters, which I was doing
regularly in the months after he passed. Next day I got a sudden urge to pull an album out of the
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rack where his large collection of pop and classical records were kept. I was not familiar with his
record collection, as our musical tastes were so different. I randomly pulled an album out without
looking at the sleeve, placed the record on the turntable and put the stylus down blindly on some
track in the middle. I had no idea which record it was, who was singing, or what the track was I
had randomly selected. Immediately my question of the evening before was answered by Dorothy
Squires singing: 'Love letters straight from your heart, keep us so near while apart'. The chances
of this happening by accident must be billions to one.
One day, just before going on holiday with my mother, he told me where he'd put something which
would serve as a cover for my Walkman-type cassette player - a cover being one of the last things
he'd advised me to get as he lay terminally ill on a beach, as sand was getting into the machine.
Significantly the telepathic message I got was not about a cassette player cover being in the
cupboard, where my partner put things he'd bought or received but had no immediate use for,
some were unwanted Christmas presents. The very specifically worded message was: 'You'll find
what you are looking for in there.' Not a cassette player cover, but something which served very
well for that purpose, a little cash carrier to wear around your neck into which the cassette player
just fitted.
Most recently I mentally asked my partner how he was. One of the methods he uses to
communicate is via an old dictionary of his. I opened it randomly and blindly pointed at a definition.
How was he? 'Immortal' was the word my finger was pointing at. So typical of his wit. Again what
are the chances of my randomly opening the dictionary at that page and pointing blindly at that
definition? I'd never turned up that definition before. Another time the word 'quinine' came up just
as I'd finished a bottle of Bitter Lemon, which contains quinine.
Debunkers accuse all mediums of being frauds, using the Internet
or cold reading to pass on messages. This does happen; there are
frauds in all professions. At a Colin Fry event at Fairfield Halls,
Croydon the very first message he gave was about an old woman
called Edith who was in fairly good health till she fell and as a
result of the accident she gradually deteriorated. This could have
applied to several people in the large audience, but a woman in
the stalls put her hand up and claimed the message at this point. I
was up in the balcony, and my maternal grandmother whose
name was Edith had passed in just this way. However I wanted
further confirmation before claiming the message. Colin then went
on about someone's kitchen which had been badly refurbished in
cheap materials, and that someone had stood a hot pan on the surface and damaged it. He
elaborated by saying the damage was on the left-hand side as you entered the kitchen. This is
when I knew the message could only be from my grandmother. My mother's kitchen had been
refurbished badly, and I had stood a hot pan on the cheap surface and damaged it, and this was
on the left-hand side as you entered the kitchen. Nowhere at the time was any of this written down
in a blog or anywhere on the Internet. Cold reading? I hardly think so, particularly as he thought
the message was for the woman who claimed the message too early.
I've never seen a ghost or apparition, but I knew exactly when my mother passed away. I woke up
in the night and briefly saw a bright white orb up by the ceiling of my bedroom. Hours later I got
the phone call from the Nursing Home that she had passed on just before I saw the orb.
Since they passed both my partner and my mother have telepathically told me what happened
when they passed over. Neither reported the tunnel so often reported in Near Death Experiences,
nor the immediate Life Review so many NDErs report. There were elements I could never have
guessed, such as my partner encountering a strange red mist and then hearing wonderful
classical music. The last thing I expected my mother to tell me was that she'd had a reconciliation
with her estranged ex-husband, my father, and that he'd apologized for treating her badly. This
was confirmed when a medium at a local Spiritualist center told me my mother and father were
there together, and that my mother's name was Dorothy. The medium didn't know me from Adam.
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I'd have been sceptical if my mother hadn't already told me she'd been reconciled with my father.
Yes, her name was Dorothy. My gay friends used to joke about us all being 'friends of Dorothy', a
reference to Judy Garland in the Wizard of Oz.
It was not just me who got messages from my partner after he passed on; most of his friends also
got them in one way or another. When two of them failed to turn up for the planting of his
memorial tree, at the time they should have been at my flat to go there a curtain fell down in their
bathroom. Then one of them complained that a picture of my partner was reflecting in the TV
screen, and of its own accord the picture suddenly fell down. My partner when on Earth was never
afraid to tell people just what he thought of them! Doesn't seem he's changed much.
Coincidences do happen, but when things like this happen over and over again without fail, there
has got to be another explanation.
Tony Papard

To: Keith S Woods
Cc: Harry Maton
Subject: Movie Picks June Article
From: Marti Canal
Hi, Keith, since my recent emotional meltdown after watching Infinity
War I am not sure I will be able to deliver my bimonthly film column for
the Tales From The Woods magazine. I am afraid.
Marti Canal
A bene placito for the readers from Tales From The Woods magazine, here’s the
regular cinema column.
A priori readers will find an exhaustive review on the most popular entries from
April and May.

A Japanese boy embarks on an adventure to rescue his pet sent to
Trash Island due to an outbreak of dog flu.

Aude sapere dogs speak English and humans speak actual Japanese.
Addendum the whole film was shot using stop motion and the movie
regimes.

offers multiple reads, especially as a criticism of totalitarian

In dubio, two good alternatives would be either the original Japanese
Hach-ko or its Hollywood counterpart Hachi: A Dog’s Tale. A true story
of a stray dog’s gratitude and loyalty towards its rescuer and human
master.
To: Marti Canal
Cc: Harry Maton
Subject: Movie Picks June Article
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From: Keith S Woods
No, worries Marti. Have you considered writing on a new topic? What
about the Cinema Museum; Alan has proposed the gang go and visit it?
Could you write on that?
Keith Stanley Woods

An exhausted mother hires a night baby sitter to look after her
three kids so she can rest.

Fallaces sunt rerum species, a movie where nothing seems what it

is. A comedy with a major dramatic twist on the ups and downs of
the coming of age of a woman by becoming a mother
Eo nomine; Tully (2000) on the other hand provides a thoughtful insight on, this time, men and
especially the main character, an apparently bad guy changed for good by a woman.
To: Marti Canal
Cc: Harry Maton
Subject: Movie Picks June Article
From: Keith S Woods
Hi, again, I have been working on a solution. I have found a writing
app. It seems pretty useful. It’s fully customizable. I have programmed
it as a Film review.
Also limited it to “Most Popular” otherwise it would comment on any and
every recent release and we’ll end up with an article larger than Issue
100 of Tale From The Woods magazine.
Marti Canal

A survival tale of a family living in strict silence
after an invasion of monsters who hunt by sound.

Fortuna audaces iuvat and in this case, the quiet. It

has some gripping moments, but where it really
shines is not only on the tension but on the
expressiveness
of
the
characters.
Worth
mentioning, deaf girl is deaf as well in real life.

To: Marti Canal
Cc: Harry Maton
Subject: Movie Picks June Article
From: Keith S Woods
Good, I have added in: “Latin Quotes”. TFTWs readers are highly educated
and culturally cultivated, so they may appreciate it as well.
Harry seems to agree, he says, as long as you make it short. Due to the
added challenge in proofreading it, plus he’ll make it sound less like a
robot.
Keith Stanley Woods
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All Marvel heroes must ally to stop Thanos getting the
Infinity Stones.

Veni, vidi, vici applies to Thanos in his quest of becoming a

God. A tale of the hero’s journey, albeit being the villain of the story.

The Merch with a Mouth has to protect a young mutant from being killed by a villain from
the future.

Vide ut supra to have a more sinister alternative. This time though Deadpool offers a more
tongue in cheek, foul-mouthed, pop culturally rich experience.

To: Keith S Woods
Subject: Criticbot
From: Harry Maton
Morning Keith, I finished proofreading a what exactly? A program that
writes itself? I'm not sure where Marti got that from but... well, two
things, if it's truly automatic could the program deliver it on time.
That would be a first. Second, no more Latin… ever!
Harry Maton
And, actually, three; is he getting paid this time? How isn’t that
cheating?

A group of friends are tricked into playing a deadly game of
truth of dare with no escape.

Ut humiliter opinor, albeit with an apparently forced ending it
has a certain internal logic which I always look for in horror
movies. Watchable.
To: Harry Maton
Subject: Criticbot
From: Keith S Woods
Morning Harry, I have just read the article. Marti has sent me a link to
the writing app. It is far more complete than I anticipated at first. It
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even includes music reviews. I am considering using it for the next gig,
are you on board?
Keith Stanley Woods

The movie plot serves as an origin story for Han Solo, conveying
all the known references and nostalgia. Han Solo shoots first
only to, this time, misfire

Ubi sunt? Since Disney has taken over

the franchise, Star Wars is nothing but a
former shadow of its former self. The original trilogy is still as good
as always; better the old and real Han Solo than any alternatives.

To: Harry Maton
Subject: Criticbot
From: Keith S Woods
Morning, again Harry. On second thought,s let’s see what our readers’
reception to the cinema column is first. Plus, I am not sure it will
cover Vintage Rock music after all.
Keith Stanley Woods
Marti Canal Alter Ego:

CriticBot ad vitam

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Hi Gang, back again. As reported in Issue 102, there certainly will be a follow up to our wildly
successful "Last Hurrah For Skiffle" held at the Spice Of Life in Soho back in January and this will
be transferred to the larger Water Rats in Kings Cross who are happy to provide an ample mixture
of seating and standing areas. Also as we reported in the last issue it will be on a Saturday
instead of the usual Sunday, simply to ease concerns regarding engineering work that is
increasingly disrupting travel on our national rail network. Updating all you good folks in Issue 103
we shall be announcing ticket prices during this month of June, maybe a little change around too,
nothing major, so you need to keep those eyes peeled on our website for further updates and
possible changes which will appear on our round-robin emails, and TFTW Facebook. By the time
issue 104 hits your screens and doormats in the first few days of August, it will include all you
need to know.
Before I go may I politely remind you all regarding TFTW’s social activities; Alan Lloyd does a
wonderful job not just running our ever changing website, but has also recently taken on the
mantle of social secretary. I must say more than a couple of recent events have not been attended
as well as they could have been, equally some of the interesting ideas that have been bounced to
our members have received a far from deserving lukewarm response. It's not just about gang
meet ups in central London pubs on the last Thursday of each month, it's visits to museums, visits
to the House of Commons, rambles, go-kart racing, pub crawls, you can’t get much more varied
than that can you gang? Tales From The Woods is not all about live music and this magazine,
which is now a wonderful opportunity to exit stage left, as Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll arrives with
another of his impeccable gig guides.
Thank you all for your support.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
June 2018
4
Monday
Eli Paperboy Reed with The High And Mighty Brass Band
What’s this? Has the Paperboy gone all northern? Fear not. The band’s musical roots are in New
Orleans, spiced with funk, r&b, and more for some extra oomph.
100 Club
SOLD OUT
5
Tuesday
Jerron ‘Blind Boy’ Paxton
Old time blues and folk freshly prepared by young man from the Watts district of Los Angeles.
Bush Hall
£19.50 + fees
6
Wednesday
One not to miss
Witham Public Hall

Lil Jimmy Reed with Bob Hall
£15

13
Wednesday
Gretchen Peters
Nashville-based singer-songwriter whose songs are often covered by others.
Cadogan Hall
£23.50 - £27.50 + fees
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13
Wednesday
Ann Sexton
Southern soul star who normally reserves her
appearances for the North.
229 The Venue
£25 + fees
14
Thursday
GERRY’S CLUB
TFTW get together
Book in advance via Keith Woods
14/15 Thu/Fri
Lamont Dozier
Union Chapel CANCELLED
15
Friday
Louis Prima Jr & The
Witnesses
“Bringing Prima music into the 21st century”. A
good or bad thing?
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £25 + fees

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.

19
Tuesday
Carlene Carter
Country singer and a daughter of June Carter (preCash days).
Islington Assembly Hall
£25 + fees
22-23 Fri-Sat
Jean Carne
Highly-rated soul singer through Gamble & Huff
association.
Hideaway
£20 + fees

Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

24
Sunday
TFTW Doo-Wop night
Bringing the 1950s Apollo to London
100 Club
£28 for Woodies

28
Thursday
CW Stoneking
Australian blues singer-songwriter with underground following.
Union Chapel
£25 + fees
29
Friday
Chris Spedding
Professionally respected musician with overground following.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £25 + fees
July 2018
3
Tuesday
Under The Bridge

John Hiatt & The Goners featuring Sonny Landreth
SOLD OUT

6
Friday
TFTW presents Catfish Kings - Bop Brothers
Boogie woogie and rhythn’n’blues
Water Rats, Kings Cross
£11 for Woodies
9
Monday
Mavis Staples
Gospel legend with new album to promote.
Union Chapel
SOLD OUT
10
Tuesday
As above
Union Chapel

Mavis Staples
£35 + fees
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12
Thursday
Lucky Peterson & The Organization
Blues legend whose latest album is a tribute to Jimmy Smith.
100 Club
£25 + fees (earlybird), £30 + fees
12
Thursday
Leroy Hutson
Underrated seventies soul singer, too smooth for some tastes.
Barbican
£27.50 - £37.50 + fees
13
Friday
Diane Shaw
Respected Northern Soul artist sharing with southern fans.
Hideaway
£15 + fees
20
Friday
Si Cranstoun
For those who enjoy the golden era of the 40s, 50s, and 60s.
100 Club
£15 + fees
22 – 23
Sunday – Monday Barbara Mason
Soul singer with a look of innocent mischief.
Jazz Cafe
£29.50 + fees
26
Thursday
The Como Mamas
Three gospel singers from Como, Mississippi, now on the Daptone label.
100 Club
£20 + fees (adv), £25 (door)
26
Thursday
Rodney Crowell
Senior singer-songwriter who was once related to Johnny Cash.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £40 + fees
29
Sunday
Steve Earle & The Dukes
Uninvited peers arriving fashionably too late to be snubbed by the royals.
Barbican
£34.50 - £39.50 + fees
30
Monday
St Paul & The Broken Bones
Blue-eyed soul from Alabama
Jazz Cafe
£30 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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